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THE LAUSANNE-GENEVA GAMBLE WITH 
MARKED CARDS 

E<\.CH partner arrived at Lausanne with his 
iddle-gs:tme, the unrave11ing of which involved 

no great difficulty : the French desire the status 
quo, the Germans do not want it; the English 
bluntly declare that the old is gone for ever, and 
th~ United States has no objection to any com
bination by which it will not be the loser. Why 
was the Lausanne Conference called? For the 
purpose of finding a way out of the blind alley. 
Nevertheless the very first utterances of the great 
capitalist powers indicated that Lausanne is 
nothing but a prolongation of Geneva : there was 
endless talk at Geneva about disarmament to 
camouflage the feverish arming in progress. At 
Lausanne there is much prating about repara
tions, ''normalising'' economic relations merely 
to conceal the unwillingness and inability to solve 
insoluble contradictions. As inevitably happens 
in such cases, the imperialist gentlemen began to 
seek a ''universal panacea,'' as though the cursed 
problems of to-day could be answered by a fig
leaf of smoothly polished phrases. 

* * * 
The Lausanne mart was opened with a declara-

tion of the five powers-England, France, Italy, 
Belgium and Japan. The declaration speaks 
ominously of "economic and financial dangers 
threatening the whole world,'' and asserts that 
this "problem requires clear and final solution 
directed towards ameliorating the condition of 
Europe." Furthermore, in the opinion of these 
five powers, "the solution of these problems must 
be arrived at without delays or intermissions." 
This preface of great promise closes with the 
following· proposal, quite breath-taking in its 
daring : ''The powers agree to defer payments 
due from governments participating in this con
ference as long as the latter is in session." 
Startling enough, "a bloody battle was promise~ 
and barely a steer-corner fray took its place.'' 
[ t would appear that the whole trouble lies in the 
fact that if payments had to be made during the 
term of the c'Onference, difficulties would be 
involved. As a matter of fact, the representatives 
of these five powers, including MacDonald, recent 
leader of the Second International, know only too 
well that this is not the question. 

They know that Germany, the chief debtor, 
cawwt meet payments and that the financial and 
economic problems which face European capital
ism, spreading and becoming more aggravated 
by the crisis, cannot be solved by a two months' 
extension for payments. What need, then, for 
such a declaration? The statement in question 

is intended ·for the ears of the gallery. It i~ 
meant to show the masses the "healthy optimism" 
of state politicians. But it once again merely 
demonstrates the complete impotence of the 
,jmperialist powers to drag the shattered, sunken 
chariot of capitalism from its morass. 

The statement by the five powers merely served 
to emphasise the reply of Herriot to Von Papen 's 
obvious hints that "should no improvement be 
recorded in the near future, all state and private 
debts will have to be reconsidered." Moreover, 
Von Papen, plucking up his courage, called upon 
his audience to glance into the future, and not 
the past, exclaiming: "We must take action." 

Herriot did not waste a minute in replying. He 
started to ''act,'' for' he, too, has no desire to 
dally with the past. What France has already 
fleeced from Germany fails to interest him. It is 
the future in which his interests lie as well. He 
therefore approaches the question from the angle 
of the future, categorically supporting his friend, 
MacDonald, in "fulfilment of the agreement -
which is the one measure capable of forming a 
basis for the international morals ( !) of the new 
period.'' 

But Herriot is not content with these wise 
utterances, which had been interminably repeated 
by Clemenceau, Poincare, Tardieu and Lavalle, 
with equal effectiveness, prior to his ~ppearance. 
As representative of the "Left" Government, he 
held it necessary to enter into considerations of 
a more general character. To begin with, h~ 
told his audience the glad tidings that "in con
formance with the laws of history, every depres
sion period is followed by a period of prosperity," 
then, juggling with figures, he attempted to show 
that, should Germany fail to make payments, so 
much the worse for her. He next flaunted several 
ingenious quotations from the memorandum of 
the Baste experts before his aurlience, winding 
up with the sonorous phra::;e : "The action which 
must be taken far outreaches the ramifications of 
the German problem alone. We demand for the 
French Republic only the same justice which the 
latter stands ready to extend to all nationalities." 

We have lQng ·been aware that the French 
imperialists spend sleepless nights pondering how 
to establish "justice" on earth. That is why they 
maintain the largest army in the world, that 
explains the expenditure of half their budget on 
the army, navy and air force-this is the explana
tion for their flotation of loans for Rumania and 
Polanrl, for the construction of strategic roads, 
for signing military agreements with Japan and 
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war preparations against the lT. S. S. R. This is 
all well known to us through the activities of 
Monsieur Herriot 's forerunners, since the gentle
man in question fulfils the same social obligations 
as did Mons. Tardieu. 

It was quite obvious from the first explanations 
that further parley would be mere repetition. That 
the ''dispute is carried on by words, and systems 
formed from words" has long been known. 
MacDon<tld, creator of verbal systems, MacDonald 
the "Peace Maker" now appeetrs on the scene. 
He has drawn up the theses, which, from a 
report in the "Loknl Anzeiger," consist of the 
following :-

( 1) The deci~ion taken on each question is fin a I. 
( 2) Decisions must not bear a character which 

might hinder the re-establishment of mutunl 
trust in the world. 

(J) Reparation payments will not be cancelled 
until such time as Germany restores its 
national economy. 

(4) Payments must not endetnger the German 
trade balance or budget. 

(s) Payments must not affect international trade 
relations. 

The,se theses reveal that MacDonald favours 
11 final;' decisions. But at Geneva one finds no 
a<h·ersaries of conclusive decisions. The Germans 
hanker for the final annulment of reparations
the French are equally eager for a final decision 
to the contrary. 

The second point is equally portentous, in 
reality, calling on everyone to be generally con
tent and happy and for the decisions not to inter
fere with anyone, etc. 

We shall not dwell further on these theses. 
One thing is dear, despite all their pitiful petti
ness, they are evidence of the fact that England 
and France disagree on the question of repara
tions. The English bourgeoisie holds that further 
pressure on the reparation screw may cause an 
eruption. But, on the other hand, England does 
not care to give Germany its wholehearted sup
port, since it is undesirous of occasioning a break 
with France. Consequently, the manoeuvring, 
proposals of semi-concessions, the desire to main
tain a united front with France-and not thrust 
(~ermany aside. The English diplomats weave 
a complicated pattern in Lausanne. 

The Lausanne conference could not emerge 
from the deadlock because it is impossible to find 
a solution whereby the Germans would stop their 
payments-and the French continue to receive 
billions. After the exchange of declarations and 
stereotyped courtesie:;, through which the mutual 
bestial hatred for each other is glimpsed, the 

. flermans and French entered into direct negotia-

tions. The following diplomatically pruned com
munique wets issued after their first joint session : 

"The German Minister of Finances, Shverin
Krossik, set forth the reasons which in his 
opinion compel the complete annulment of 
reparations as well as the initial measures to 
be taken for the economic restoration of 
Eunlpc. 

"Reichskanzler Von Papen augmented and 
elaborated on this statement from a genentl 
point of ,·iew in his speech. Herriot, on his 
p<trt, entered reservations on the (;erman state
ment whieh he considered important. The 
session has been postponed until June 29th.'' 
Finctlly, the (~erman proposition, elucidated by 

Shverin-von-Krossim in six points, appeared :-
( r) (;erm;ltly 's inability to pay reparations; 

( 2) readiness of ( ~ermany to participate in finan
cial Ciid to /\ustria and other Central European 
countries; (J) readiness to participate in stabilis
ing valuta within the ramifications of the world 
economic conference; (4) extension of Franco
<;erm;tn cartel agreements; (5) extension of 
Franco-German customs agreements; and (6) 
( ;erman participation in the "common" fund or 
"joint treasury." 
These declarations (and Von Papen 's) are clear 

evidence that (;ermany is prepared to compensate; 
in other words, Germany retreats before the 
onslaught of French imperialism. 

\Nhat does the dispute centre around at the 
moment!-' 

Germany is prepared to pay 2-2i milliards of 
marks as a final settlement of reparations, upon 
the following four conditions :-

( 1) The annulment of the war guilt clause 
relating to (~ermany. 

(2) Recognition of final settlement without 
reg;ml to debts to U.S.A. 

(J) Equal rights on questions of armaments. 
(4) Sums supplied no long·er to be called repara

tions but funds for the restoration of Europe. 
Of thPse conditions the easiest is the last ; to 

the Versailles creditors a rose by any other name 
is just as sweet-reparations, compensation, or 
restoration fund. 

The main diflicultv lies in the first and the third 
points. France can.not withdraw her only montl
political trump against Germany. Since I<) 14 
French imperialism (with the full support of the 
Second and .\rnsterdam Internationetls) hils built' 
her rapacious policy on the "guilt" of Germany
and suddenly renouncing, at the advent of the 
world crisis, the cornerstone of 18 years policy, 
l\lacDonald, in his searching for "formulae," 
·proposes to regard the eighth section of the 
Versailles Treaty as "outside the purview" of the 
conference. But France has derived too much 
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benefit to accept any such proposal. The renun
ciation of the thesis of Germany's exclu:;.ive war
guilt denotes such a blow at the Versailles system 
that France cannot accept it. This is why this 
question (at first sight simple) conceals in it~lf 
a colossal insoluble difficulty which no amount 
of ambiguous formulae can overcome. 

The second question of the final payment sum 
is less difficult but no Jess complicated. England, 

·France, Italy, Belgium and Japan demand 
4,2oo,ooo,ooo marks, connecting this question 
with that of the allied debts to U.S. A. But as the 
discussions showed it would have been compara
tively easy to haggle about the amount if the 
agreement destroying the Young Plan had been 
amplified by political guarantees. But here the 
backstairs intrigues commenced, carefully con
cealed from the masses of the people. 

Herriot charged Von Papen with connecting 
economics with politic~. Von Papen returned the 
compliment. It is not strange that both were 
lying-and both were right. They were right 
because each of them connected economic ques
tions with first rank political questions; they both 
lied in endeavouring to show that neither of them 
was thinking about politics. 

In what consisted this stubbornly concealed 
policy? Herriot ~ought a guarantee for the Polish 
frontier and required no less than a pledge to 
enter the anti-Soviet front. Von Papen had 
already conducted negotiations regarding the anti
Soviet Union, but said nothing definite (in diplo
matic language this means the utmost definrte
ness). The haggling over Dantzig and the 
Polish corridor proceeds according to all the rules 
of the hucksters' art, each one enquires the price, 
hates and retreats, circulating through the news
papers and the radio streams of lies and threats, 
etc. 

\Ve point out here, by the way, that Von Papen 
has already succeeded in causing- a scene in 
Lausanne by his loquacity, which aroused open 
protests and indignant comment from influential 
(;erman bourgeois circles. No matter how flexible 
the formulae, no matter how fine combed the 
r<"solutions, Laus<tnne has once again demon
strated that capitalism driven into a blind alley 
by the world crisis, can find no outlet. The dash 
of swords and the preparations made by all 
partners for a solution of the question by the 
mailed tist rl'verherate above all peaceful dedara
t ions and pacifist slogans. 

* * * 
Imperialist France speaks in the language of 

the mistress of Europe. The crisis effected 
a regrouping of forces, considerably weakening 
both the United States and England. Since 

F~a!'ce. was the last country to be affected by the 
cns1s, .1t has weakened less than other capitalist 
countnes and has accumulated tremendous finan
cial re:;?urces due to the billions obtained through 
reparations, consequently increasing its specific 
weight in world politics and world economy. 
Thence France's new r6le. This must not be 
taken to mean that France has escaped the crisis 
and .internal difficulties. France has a huge 
deficit of many billions, its import-export has 
dropped to one-half, many large French enter
pr.is~s an.d banks have failed. Moreover, the 
cns1s wh1ch made itself felt later than in other 
cou~tries, is, on the other hand, making more 
rap1d headway than was the case among its com
petitors. Still France holds a favourable position 
when compared to other countries. It utilises 
this, and because of its financial resources restricts 
England's activities, drives Germany hard and 
counterposes its policy to that of the United 
States. 

The most outstanding peculiarity of the pre~ent 
period is the keen sharpening of the struggle 
between France and the United States. Whereas 
the chief combatants for world hegemony were 
formerly England and the United States, it would 
appear that England is taking a minor r6le and 
France moving up to front stage. The embittered 
struggle against the United States is the con
sequence of France's activity in welding a bloc 
against the former. lVIoreover, these attempts 
have passed beyond the borders of Europe in 
\'iew of the agreement which France has con
cluded with Japan, aimed not only against the 
U.S.S.R. but against the U.S. A. as well. This 
does not mean that England has been pushed 
aside. The English bourgeoisie is adopting a 
more watchfu:l, waiting position. It seeks to 
foment a conflict between its rivals in order to 
enter as arbiter of the world's destiny once again. 
Hence the cautious far-aimed policy of the English 
bourgeoisie and its constant "blocs," now with 
the United States against France, or with France 
~gainst the United States, or its unconditional 
support of Japan, conditional support or condi
tions without support. The English bourgeoisie 
is manoeuvring, perfectly aware that an openly 
depredatory French policy must lead to an 
explosion. This is why England attempts to 
n·concile these contradictions, smooth out difti
culties, prevent its opponents from growing 
strong-particularly her chief opponent-the 
United States-advancing one and then another 
of her temporary allies. 

Thence tht• t·xternally conciliator.v position of 
l\lacDonald at Lausanne. Organising an offen
~ive of European debtors against American 
creditors, England lurked in the Lackgrounrt, 
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allowing France to play the lead in the dispute 
with U.S.A. 

Appearing in a united front with France on 
the reparations question, England nevertheless 
endeavoured to curb the nationalistic frenzy of 
the French bourgeoisie. 

While Herriot and Papen haggled, MacDonald 
drafted the the~s and outlines of agreement. 
After his first five points had satisfied nobody, 
MacDonald endeavoured to draft an agreement 
which, according to the ''Financial Times,'' con
sisted of six articles. This "pact" was :-

(I) Conclusive annulment of all further repara
tion payments by Germany. 

(2) Takjng into consideration the cessation of 
reparation payments, Germany agrees to pay 
a number of annual contributions to a sum 
of '£I so millions sterling which will be 
utilised for a general fund of European 
financial reconstruction. 

(3) In connection with the cessation of repara
tions the eighth section of the Versailles 
Treaty concerning reparations and Ger
many's war-guilt is annulled. 

(4) Annulment of financial control over the 
Reichsbank and the German State railways 
exi~ting at present. 

(5) The present agreement not to operate until 
ratified by the Parliaments of the countries 
concerned. 

(6) Powers signing the Lausanne pact to under
take responsibility not to enter upon any 
steps individually or collectively likely to 
cause a breach of general economic peace. 

These six points differ from the first five in so 
far as they contain the ~urn of 3,ooo,ooo,ooo 
marks, but the wily old equilibrist goes further. 
The third point is especially characteristic, 
according to which, it appears, that the annul
ment of Germany's war-guilt is to accompany the 
cessation of reparations. 

All these points, paragraphs, pacts, a~re~
ment~, declarations, etc., testify that 1t 1s 
extremely difficult to find a way out of the main 
contradictions of the Versailles system, despite 
the great resource and external unanimity of 
English diplomats. 

Quite in contradistinction, Italian fascism acts 
aggressively, declaring through the mouth of 
Mussolini that the "time for the~ reparations 
and war debts is passed. '' M ussolini, if one 
believes the "Daily Express," is most pessimis
tically inclined with regard to the fate of capital
ism. "I fore~ee," he said, "a long series of 
political, economic and military wars. War is 
already being waged now." The really one great 
fear of Mussolini is lest Europe become Bolshe
vised. "Only two barriers prevent the Bolshe-

visation of Europe-England and Italy. Italy !s 
powerful ( !), Italy is united ( !), England IS 
strong, England is united, England is discip
lined." But if Italy and England are so powerful 
and so united, why Mussolini's gloom, as reported 
by the correspondent? It is because he realises 
the futility of the Lausanne-Geneva negotiations 
and foresees the oncoming threatening social dis
turbance. This is why, in answer to the corres
pondent's question, "Where are our saviours?" 
Mussolini morosely cries, "There are no 
saviours!'' 

Although the United States is not a member of 
the League of Nations, it keeps vigilant watch 
on how events move in Geneva and Lausanne. 
The American bourgeoisie, though shaken by the 
crisis, stil1 hold a sufficiently thick whip over 
Europe. The United States knows only too well 
that Lausanne has decided nothing and can decide 
nothing, but the United States is interested in 
Europe's solving the crisis, for that would mean 
the beginning of the end of the American crisis. 
On the other hand, the American bourgeoisie 
understands that the longer the crisis prevails in 
Europe, the weaker its competitors become. If 
the crisi:; could be confined to Europe alone, then 
naturally the United States would adopt a calm, 
expectant position. But since the European and 
American crises are organically inter-linked, we 
observe attempts on the part of the United States 
to offer its recipe for saving the world from the 
crisis. This form uta is set forth in the la~t 
message from Hocver, calculated to serve both 
for'eign and home politics in view of the forth
coming presidential elections. 

Hoover approached the economic and financial 
problems facing Lausanne from the Geneva end, 
and raises the question of partial disarmament,· 
evoking frantic opposition, largely on the part of 
Japan and France. What is Mr. Hoover's pro
gramme? What is the aim of this new peace
maker? He elucidated his recipe in his five 
points:-

( 1) The Kellogg-Briand Pact, in which we all 
participate, can mean but one thing-that 
the peoples of the world have agreed to use 
arms for defensive purposes only. 

(2) Limitations must be effected by a broad 
general decrease in armaments, a:; well as 
by augmenting the comparative defence 
force~ through decreasing offensive forces. 

(3) Armaments throughout the world are invari
ably connected with one another and gener
ally speaking this relation must be preserved 
when the cuts are carried out. 

(4) Decrease in armaments m'ust be real and 
earnest. Primarily it must afford an 
economic alleviation. 
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(5) There are three problems at hand demanding 
con:;.ideration : land forces, air forces and 
naval forces, all interlinked. No part of the 
proposal which I am making can be 
separated from any other part. 

These five points of Hoover are worthy of 
MacDonald's five points. Hoover has, by this 
message, linked Lausanne and Geneva, given 
"friendly counsel" to the imperialist powers to 
find the lacking billions through limitation . of 
armaments. This American bombshell evoked a 
storm of fury in the French and Japanese press. 
The French newspapers openly wrote: The time 
has passed when European powers listen in utter 
submissicn to the proposals of the United States. 
The Japanese, for their part, reacted to this sug
gestion with open scepticism. They announced 
that the proposition in question is unacceptable 
to countries which may later become the oppon
ents of the United States, and that the "pre
requisite for accepting the Hoover Plan is a 
guarantee of Japanese security from attack on the 
part of China· or the U.S.S.R.'' Thus Japan, 
following the example of its French allies, 
advances the boomerang of a ''security guar
antee,'' to justify its frantic armaments and 
rapacious attack upon China. After the first 
volley against the Hoover proposal England and 
France suddenly discovered "the healthy core" 
in the Hoover manoeuvre. Now the question was 
not that of rejecting the pacifist message of 
Hoover. Now upon the agenda is the question 
of "careful and serious study," that is, its burial, 
only by means of a more honourable order. The 
answer of Baldwin is equal to the Hoover epistle. 
So far as land forces are concerned, said Baldwin, 
the English Government ''agrees to a considerable 
extent with the proposals of Hoover'' ; concerning 
the Fleet there appears on the scene "responsi
bility laid upon the British Grand Fleet in con
nection with the great distances between the points 
it guards,'' therefore Baldwin proposes a plan 
to suit England against the Hoover plan. No 
doubt France says the same regarding land forces 
as England regarding the Fleet ; and Japan, 
0 giving way" a little, says she agrees with the 
two precedirfg speakers. The story of the three 
blind mice start~ all over again. 
T~e Lausanne-Geneva game with marked cards 

naturally could not be played without the most 
active and energetic participation of the Second 
and Amsterdam Internationals. Whenever the 
representatives of imperialist powers gather at 
Geneva or Lausanne to discuss current affairs, the 
Second and Amsterdam Internationals arrange a 
meet there. The majority of the "social-fascist" 
leaders travel there at the expense of their govern
ments and combine business (contact with the 

world powers-that-be) with pleasure (ministerial 
expense accounts). Since both the Second and 
Amsterdam Internationals have never followed 
any other policy but that of the League of 
Nations, all these internal contradictions of the 
League of Nations find their reflection among the 
past and future ''socialist'' ministers. The Ger
man social-fascists support Bruning and Von 
Papen in the question of annulling reparations, 
and the French-Belgian socialists favour the 
Versailles Treaty and now support Herriot as 
cordially and fully as they formerly did Poincare 
and Tardieu, on this and other questions. 

It is natural enough that the heroes of the 
Second and Amsterdam Internationals have their 
own specially-agreed-upon language, so as to veil 
imperialistic leanings with socialistic ornmenta
tions, but this does not affect the truth of the 
matter. To ·begin with, the socialist press and 
party live and sustain themselves on Geneva and 
Lausanne. They pin all their hope ~n the League 
of Nations, which they regard as their own insti
tution (true, with shortcomings requiring perfect
ing), to be used for the welfare of humanity~ The 
Second and Amsterdam Internationals mani
fest a touching unity and accord when it is a 
question of the struggle against Bolshevism, or 
breaking strikes, or the passing of general, mean
ingless resolutions. But the moment the matter 
concerns any question on which the imperialists 
differ, then the leaders of the Second International 
immediately show their true imperialist colours. 
Most characteristic in this respect is the report 
printed in the last issue of the '' Socialistichesky 
Vestnik" ("Socialist Herald") on the meeting of 
the Executive Committee of the Second Inter
national which discussed the question of reparal 
tions and disarmament. The very arguments 
brought forward by the Germans and French were 
identical with those proffered by Von Papen and 
Herriott. 

The formulae of the Second International (inter
national stabilisation of money, punishment for 
valuta speculation, international public works, 
adoption of measures against the export of capital, 
improvement and consolidation· of credit, recon
sideration of all customs tariffs in a united plan, 
formation of a European bureau for purchase, 
import and distribution of grain products, inter
national agreement on a forty-hour working week, 
etc.) are just about as effective and ''helpful'' in 
finding a way out of the crisis as a plaster against 
an eclipse of the sup. The tasks of the Second 
and Amsterdam Internationals are to inculcate 
and buoy up the belief in the masses that 
Lausanne and Geneva "can solve" the world 
problems. Therefore the social-fascists of all 
countries are engaged now in extensive agitation-
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propaganda work around the Lausanne-Geneva 
concoction. 

It suffices to quote the following excerpt from 
an article written by Leon Blum, leader of the 
French "Socialist" Party and a "socialist" 
millionaire, in order to understand where inter
national reformism is trying to lead the masses: 

"International collaboration does and can 
find only incomplete expression in the condition 
of present social structure. But the leaders of 
governments gathered in Lausanne are the only 
promulgators and representatives who can do 
this, as far as it is possible. Let them listen to 
the 'voices from everywhere,' to this appeal 
and to th~ almost unanimous prayers. Let 
them rise to the heights of the task whose diffi
culties merely add to its greatness.'' 
This declaration is intended to divert the atten

tion of the masses from their daily needs. Its 
purpose is to concentrate attention on Lausanne 
and Geneva. The meaning of this declamation 
is as follows : Workers, don't struggle, don't 
take your fate into your own hands. Granted 
that the representatives of governments gathered 
at Lau:;anne are not the real representatives of 
the people, still everything depends on them, they 
can and will decide everything. 

The Second International pursues the same 
policy with regard to disarmament. It favours 
"disarmament'' in general, but is opposed to the 
proposals advanced by the delegation from the 
U.S.S.R., the delegation from the land of the 
dictatorship of the proletariat, which proposes a 
gt'·nuin.e disarmament. Hoover has just sug
gested a plan for partial disarmament, but it is 
quite obvious that the French socialists will 
oppose and the German socialists favour it, for 
the former as well as the latter are most con
cerned with their bourgeois fatherland. 

Recently, Vandervelde, replying to our criti
ci:im of the japanese socialists, declared that they 
are not attached to the Second International, and 
even were this the case, the Second International 
could not hold itself responsible for one of its 
section's failure to adhere to the correct poiicy. 
By this Vandervelde meant to shake off the ques
tion raised by the international Communist press 
of the complete and wholehearted support by 
Japanese socialists of "their" imperialism. If the 
Second International refuses to be held respon~ 
sible for its japanese section, does it not tak~ 
responsibility for the French, Belgian, German 
or E.ng-lish sections? In what does th~ activity 
of these sections differ from that of the 
Japanese? The japanese socialists are now 
doing what was done by the French, German, 
Austrian and Belgian socialists during the world 

war. Or perhaps the Second International does 
not answer for even one of its sections? 

No, the Second and Amsterdam Internationals 
cannot brush away responsibility for either the 
policies of their sections during the world war or 
for the Versailles policy, the League of Nations 
policy, the Dawes Plan, the Young Plan, the 
reparations policy, or preparation for war against 
the Soviet Union. The imperialistic face of the 
Second International is becoming bolder from day 
to day and no matter how eloquent Mr. Vander
\'dde, he will not be able to drown hard, bitter 
facts in perfervicl rhetoric. 

* * * 
Lnusanne and Geneva are stepping-stones in 

the general crisis of capitalism and the growing 
\\'orld economic crisis. Contradictions rise at 
t'\'ery step. Each of the powers wants to shift 
the current of events in his favour. Each wants 
to deceive his neighbour, to creep upon him from 
tlw rear, and all of them together are recurring 
to discussion of war against the U.S.S.R. with 
g-rowing frequency. 

..\ ''solution·' to the crisis by war lures th~ 
imperialists. Some of them talk about it openly, 
• 1thers conceal their bestial hatred under a mask 
',f hypocrisy, but continue to stake the heads of 
tens of millions of people at Lausanne and 
Geneva. This is the real meaning behind the 
transpnrent insinuations of Von Papen, who pro
mises France compensation in return for cancella-
1 ion of repnrations. Not one of the participants 
m the Lausanne-Geneva thieves' kitchen desires 
to disarm, not one of them considers it possible 
to solve the economic and financial problems a!t 
of yore, )'l't everything proceeds as heretofore. 
Every partner makes pacifist declarations and 
continues to arm at frantic speed ... 

Lausanne and Geneva are a chessboard where 
the game is played according to all the regulations 
of the diplomatic art. It is ~ gambling den, 
where marked cards are dealt, but unlike 
"decent" gambling dens which give those who 
use marked cards a good hiding and throw them 
out-marked cards are legalised at Lausanne and 
(ieneva, where they are consiclered the last word 
in "democratic" diplomacy. 

The Lausanne-Geneva hagglings have clarified 
a number of things previously unclear to many: 

( 1) The Young Plan has collapsed and the 
internal cqntradictions of the Versailles 
system have strengthened. 

(2) The boasts of the Von Papen Government 
and the national-socialists to the effect that 
they would not make the slightest retreat 
to France were shown to be bluff. The 
German bourgeoisie is ready to sell the 
German people, wholesale and retail, at a 
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suitable compensation (proposal of Von 
Papen for a military alliance with France, 
etc.). 

(3) Fra~ce succeeded. i~ un~ting all Germany's 
creditors and admm1stenng a rebuff to Ger
many's appetite for armaments. 

(4) Great. ~rita in . succeeded in . uniting all 
Amenca s creditors, but .\menca, already 
prepared to retreat un debts, connects this 
with the limitation of armaments. 

(5) The united front of American debtors is 
~xtremely frag-ile and temporary, i.e., the 
mternal contradictions between the debtors 
are extremely sharp and rnav dcstrov this 
formal ag-reement at anv mo~H:'Ilt. · 

The working- class must k~ep watch over the 
Lausanne-(ieneva gamblers. It must clearlv 
realise that the Second and .-\mstl'rdam I nte;
nationals play an active role in the preparations 
for a new joint extermination of peoples. It must 
keep tab on the Lausanne-Geneva diplomatic 
word-plays and bear in mind that the fate of 
peoples is not decided in Geneva or in Lausanne 
but will be decided i11 tlze factories a11d platzts, i~ 
the class stru~j!le agai11st tlze l>our~eoisie. 

While dickering and auctioning goes on at 
Lausanne, where the German loud-speaker, Von 
Papen, offers compensation (at whose expense?) 
for the annulment of reparations, the reaction 
·continues to muster its forces with frantic speed, 
and prepares new attacks ag-ainst the working 
class. vVag-es have been dccreast·d again in 
Germany, um>mployment benefit has been cut 
down, the fascist storm-divi~ions are murdering 
workers on the streets and the Communist PartY 
and the Red T. L'. Opposition which head th-e 
stn~gg·~e of the n1ass(·s against the onslaught of 
<'ap1tahsm arc placed under the L·mergency ban. 

Unemployment and poverty are waxing fast in 
France, England, the United States and Japan. 
:"rages and the liv!ng standard are steadily declin
mg. The whole International background reeks 
of powder. Under cover of pacifist talk the bour
geoisie is preparing to crash against the U.S. S. R.• 
and bleed the proletariat. 

Where is the world heading? ask the state 
officials of various countries. What will happen? 
asks t~1e Philistine, terrified by the magnitude of 

approaching events. "There are no saviours ... 
gro_ans the leader of I tal ian fascism. The 1 nter
na~l~nal Cor:nmunis_t Pa_rty knows 'l.vhere the capi
tall.~t w~rld 1s headm~ •. 1~ knows what will happt>n. 
·what w!l/ sa<.'t' the tmlmg masses from hunger, 
poverty, u_nemployment, war and extirpation. 11 
IS Revolution, Proktarian Dictatorship-[ NT E R
NATIONAL COMMUNISM. 

P. S.-TI_lis article was already :-.et \Vhen tht· 
teleg-raph 1nformed the whole \vorld that agrel'
ment had been reached at Lausanne. In what 
consists this ag-reement? (iermany receives ;1 

thr~e-year moratorium, upon the expiration of 
whtch she must pay three milliards of mark~. 
Germany is to issue bonds throug·h the Basle 
Bank of International Settlements. c. The dur<ition 
of t_hes~ is to be I 5 years,and the general date of 
exp1rat10n 37 years. The final pavment include~ 
also the contributions due for the last vear of tht· 
moratorium and the payment of the Young Plan 
debt, the Dawes Plan, and also the compensation 
paymL:nts for the issue of the Belgian marks.* 
The moment of the issue of the bonds is to be 
fixed by the Basle Bank of International Settle
ments. Bonds not paid up within I~ vears are 
to be annulled. ' · 

The agreement reached with such difficultv in 
reality defers the whole question three year;, in 
so far as Germany only commences to pay in 1935. 
Germany has retreated on all questions of political 
principle (exclusive war guilt, Poli~h corridor, 
equal rights in armaments, etc.). 

On the other hand the entire agreement bears a 
temporary character to the extent that it depends 
on a retreat of :\merica on inter-allied debts. It 
is no accident that the French press emphasises 
that no French Parliament will ratifv the Lausanne 
pact if the United States does not p~oceed to annul 
the debts. 

The Lau::;anne agreement has altered nothing in 
the international situation, and cannot serve. as 
the starting point of the way out of the crisis. 

Everything remains as it was prior to Lausanne; 
the mistress of the situation is the world economic 
crisis and not her bourg-eois exorcisers. 
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J. T. MURPHY'S DESERTION TO THE CLASS ENEMY 
By 1. SHIELDS. 

T HE renegades from the ranks of Com
muni~m, the camp of the enemies of the 

working class, have received another recruit in the 
person of J. T. Murphy, who has deserted from 
the Communist Party of Great Britain. 

On .!\fay 8th, 1932, Murphy, who had been a 
member of the Central Committee of the Party 
in Britain, addressed a letter to the Political 
Bureau, w.hich declared :-

.. It is perfectly dear to me ... that there 
is no place for me in the C.P.G.B. at this stage 
of its history .... Therefore from to-day I 
cease to be a member of the Communist Party 
of Great Britain.'' 
\Vhat is "this stage" of the Party's history 

which Murphy refers to? It is the very moment 
when the whole attack of capital against the 
working class, and, above all, against the Com
munist Party, is being rapidly developed and 
takes on a more pronounced form. It is the 
period _when the Party is mobilising the working 
masses· for the struggle against the economic and 
political offensive of the bourgeoisie. It is the 
period when the Party is leading a tremendous 
fight against imperialist war and the danger of 
intervention menacing the U.S.S.R. Particu
larly at the present moment, when the struggle 
needs to be strengthened against the enormously 
swollen stream of poisonous war propaganda 
which is being poured out, to uncover and expose 
the feverish war preparations of the bourgeoisie 
which they seek to mask in every way, Murphy 
takes the road of desertion and goes over bag 
and baggage to the camp of the enemy. 

This is no chance occurrence. Almost always, 
at a time of a sharpening of the class struggle, 
the opportunist elements in the labour movement 
have lifted up their heads and have preached the 
P.olicy of capitulation,)he line of counter-revolu
tion and have finally openly deserted from the 
revolutionary class fight. 

What was the political line of Murphy which 
directly led to his open treachery to the working
class movement? 

The standpoint which Murphy has taken up 
has been accompanied by strenuous efforts on 
his part to introduce his opportunist line into the 
ranks of the working class with regard to the 
question of the fight against war and intervention, 
and the problem of the two world systems, the 
system of capitalism and that of socialist economy 
in the U.S.S.R. Here he has deliberately resorted 
to attempting to introduce exceedingly wrong and 
dangerous views and conclusions which objectively 

help the policy of the bourgeoisie. His first effort 
in this direction was contained in a letter which he 
wrote to the Party Secretariat on March Ioth, 
where he formulated his position on the question 
of the fight against war and intervention and for 
the revolutionary way out of the crisis. In the 
position of Murphy, the real essence and the chief 
method of this struggle is a struggle for the 
g-ranting of Soviet credits from British capitalism. 
Despite every effort made by the Party leadership 
to convince Murphy of its incorrectness, he 
further developed and elaborated it, and later 
embodied it in an article in the April issue of the 
"Communist Review," the theoretical monthly 
organ of the Party, where he acted in the capacity 
of editor. The following passages from the 
article in question express the policy which 
Murphy advocates :-

"It is not enough to shout, 'Defend the Soviet 
L1 nion,' 'Stop the transport of munitions.' We 
must do more. We must also advance the 
demand for credits to the Soviet Union. \\' e 
must fight to work on the Five-Year Plan of 
Socialist construction ... The more the daily 
life of the working class of this country becomes 
inte~:rated with the industrialisation of the 
Soviet l~nion, tn•en through bourgeois channels, 
the more difficult it will be for the British 
Government to sever relations . 

"This is fighting against the war. This is 
waging the class war." 
Here we see openly advocated the integrating 

of the Socialist and capitalist systems, which 
Murphy declares is to be brought about by the 
Party raising the demand for credits to the Soviet 
Union. This also, according to Murphy, is the 
way to prevent intervention and is waging the 
class war. 

He puts forward the proposition that the 
socialist and capitalist systems should be "integ
rated" at a time when capitalist economy is 
suffering a severe crisis through its whole system, 
while socialist construction in the U.S.S.R. is 
successfuJJy advancing in triumph. It is due to 
the .latter fact that capitalism is now develop_ing 
for armed attack on the Soviet Union. Whar 
significance, therefore, can Murphy's formulation 
serve other than to cover up the capitalist prepara
tions for armed attack on the U.S.S.R.? With 
his talk of "integration'' he seeks to dampen 
down the working-class fight at the very moment 
when the whole situation demands its utmost 
intensification for the smashing of the plans of 
the war-making- imperialists. 
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He conveys the idea that capitalism does not 
want to attack, and thus disarms the workers. 
This line, far from assisting the carrying out of 
the Five-Year Plan in the U.S.S.R., actually 
helps forward the war plans of the imperialists for 
its destruction. 

This position is quite on a par with Murphy's 
attitude on the question of credits for the Soviet 
Union. After he left the Party, Murphy 
attempted to excuse his cowardly desertion and 
treachery by writing an article in the ",New 
Leader" and the "Forward," which the I. L. P. 
had no hesitation in placing at his disposal. This 
article, which is entitled "Why I left the Com
munist Party,'' makes a pretence of changing 
one or two formulations in the lines written in 
the "Communist Review." In no way, however, 
does it make any alteration in his basic stand
point, but instead uses this for the purpose of 
attacking the Communist Party, contriving to 
make it appear with knavish trickery that the 
Party is against credits for the Soviet Union. 
Here he seeks to pose as a dPfender of the Soviet 
Union, and to trick the workers into the belief 
that he favours the struggle for credits while the 
Party is against it. Murphy maintains that the 
Communist Party should place in the very fore
front and centre of its present activity an appear 
to the bourgeoisie to grant credits to the Soviet 
Union. Put in the way which Murphy wants, the 
demand for credits for the Soviet Union is trans
formed into a means for sidetracking the revolu
tionary fight against intervention, and for 
damping down the mobilisation of the working 
dass for the stopping of the manufacture and 
transport of munitions and war materials. In 
short, Murphy transforms the slogan of credits 
into a substitute for the class struggle, into a 
me~'ls for disarming the working class. 

What is the attitude taken up by the Party on 
the question of credits? This question is of 
great importance for the working class and has 
to be made perfectly clear. At the present time 
the workers in Britain are all for the unhampered 
development of Soviet trading relations. They 
are in favour of the Soviet Union being given 
whatever credits it desires, 

The British bourgeoisie, on the other hand, is 
pursuing a policy of sharpening attack against 
trade relations with the U.S.S.R., against the 
granting of credits. Despite the fact of a certain 
section of British capitalists being in favour of 
trade with Russia, the opposite is the attitude 
which dominates the policy of Government. 
Against these restricting and dislocating efforts 
of the bourgeoisie, the Communist Party calls on 
the working class to take up struggle and to meet 
these attacks with the widest possible protests. 

The Labour Party and the I. L. P., of course, take 
up the direct opposite position. When the Con
sen·atives made a rabid attack on Soviet trade 
rt"lations recently in the House of Commons, the 
Labour M.P. s acquiesced in this by their careful 
silence during the debates, thus indicating their 
attitude towards the interventionists. The Com
munist Pany, however, whilst reacting plainly 
and clearly against the attempts to break off 
trading relations, does not, however, make the 
slogan of credits a slogan of the Party. The 
Party is not against the demand for credits to the 
Soviet Union, on the contrary it supports demands 
for this which are put forward by the trade 
unions, unemployed organisations, and similar 
mass working-class bodies. 

Rut the main aim of the Party is to mobilise 
tlz.e workers for fighting against, not appealing 
to, the hourgeoisie. The Party, therefore, sup
ports such demands as credits for the Soviet 
L'nion, which are raised by working-cla~s organi
sations, and uses these demands for also mobilis
ing the workers in the class fight, for developing 
the struggle against the capitalist offensive, for 
bringing about working-class action for the 
stopping of munitions and the smashing of the 
plans for intervention, for carrying forward the 
fight for the revolution<.try way out of the crisis 
through the overthrow of British capitalism. 

It is just this line of policy which Murphy has 
deserted, and which he now seeks to distort in 
the eyes of the workers. He deliberately belittles 
the attempts of the Party to mobilise the workers 
against the transport of munitioAs. Making use 
of the strike weapon for the stopping of munitions 
is sneered at by Murphy, just at the time when 
the police are arresting and sentencing comrades 
for attempting to do it. Is this not the most 
glaring treachery to the working class? 

No wonder the bourgeois press at once hastened 
to shower praise upon Murphy, and to use him 
for its attacks against the Party. The bourgeois 
daily organ, the "Manchester Guardian," hurried 
forward to describe him as being "one of the 
most remarkable men in the Communist move
ment'' and his viewpoint ns "this not illogical 
adviec'. ' 

The renegades from the ranks of Communism 
also hastened to support Murphy against the 
Party nnd to use his expulsion for an outburst of 
Ctbuse against the Communist International. The 
"Socialistiche :\rbeiterzeitung," the organ of the 
"left" social-democrats in Germany, after giving 
~I urphy a pat on the back nnd declaring that 
Trotsky "emphasise:-, among others, demands 
similar· to those proposed by Murphy in his 
article,'' goes on to characterise his expulsion 
from the Party as "another example of the 
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de\·astating effect of the rlomination of the Stalin 
fraction in the Comintern apparatus.·· The 
"\Vorkers' .-\g-e," the w~ekly organ of the 
eounter-revolutionarv Lovestonite group in 
.-\merica, announces. that :-

"This amazing treatment of one of the oldest, 
most capable and most experienced leaders of 
the British Communist Party focusses sharp 
attention upon the intolerable regime now 
dominating the world Communist movement." 
:\f urphy cowardly deserted from the Pa.rty 

because the Party prevented him from carrymg 
through the ideas of the enemy in the ranks of 
the working class. The Party has always helped 
everv f'omrade who made mistakes to rectify and 
.. :orr~ct such mistakes and grasp the correct 
working-class ,-iewpoint. The Communist Party 
is founded upon the principle of democratic 
centralism. This means that e\·ery Party member 
has the free and unfettered right to express his 
opinions on any point or subject, but that once a 
decision has been arrived at by a majority on any 
question, then every Communist is expect~~ to 
abide b,· and activelv carrv out that decision. 
:\furphv. did not eve~ \\·ait. for a decision being 
taken,· but ran out of the Party. The whole 
Pa_rty unanimously condemned him. 

The Partv must draw all the necessary lessons 
and conclusions arising from the question of 
:\Turphy. The whole of the Party membership 

and the workers must be made perfectly clear as 
to the full meaning of his "theories" and their 
implications. This must not be done in an 
abstract wav but the explanatory campaign must 
be closely ~elated to the carrying out of the 
immediate concrete tasks in connection with the 
fight against war and intervention, against the 
capitalist offensive, and the struggle for the 
revolutionan· wav out of the crisis. The Partv 
must ensure that strict control is exercised ove"r 
the theoretical organ of the Party, the ''Com
munist Review," in future, and must sharpen the 
fight ag-ainst opportunism wherever it manifests 
itself. Decisive efforts must also be made to 
immediatelv develop and raise the ideological 
level of the Party, a task which hitherto has not 
received adequate attention. Finally, the Party 
requires to secure a greater concentration of i:ts 
elforts on the carrying into effect the resolution 
of the Central Committee on the tasks connected 
with building the Party in the factories, work in 
the trade unions, amongst the unemployed. In 
all this work there must be emphasised very 
dearly the sharp differences which exist between 
our revolutionary policy and methods and the 
role and attitude of the reformists. This is the 
way to the further strengthening of the authority 
and influence of the Party amongst the masses 
and to the rapid shattering of the opportunist 
views that the deserter · :\lurphy and similar 
reneg-ade~ stand for. 

THE JUNE EVENTS IN CHILE 
By SINANI. 

T HE information available on the recent 
events in Chile is still mainlv based upon 

reports of the bourgeois telegraph. agencies and 
correspondents, but even these reports show with 
sufficient claritv that the events have developed 
far beyond the framework of the "pronuncia
mento" comm•>n to the South American and 
Caribbean countries. 

The fundamental and most important feature 
of the latest events is the deep revolutionary mass 
movement, particularly of the workers and urban 
petty bourgeoisie, which did not, however, have 
a revolutionary ltaclership and was therefore 
utilised by the opposing cliques of the ruling 
classes. 

Essentially these events appear as follow : 
President Montero's Government, elected in the 
autumn of 1931, after the downfall of the six 
vears · dictatorship of Ibanez, was overthrown 

fol_low.ing upon a number of unsuccessful con
sptracies, by the Davila-(i-rove clique. 

This clique consisted both of bourgeois-land
lord leaders who are closely associated with 
imperialism .(Davila himself, for. instance, was 
Ibanez' Ambassador to the United States) and of 
pettv bourgeoi:; elements (such as Colonel Grove) 
wh1; reflected not only the discontent of a section 
of the urban pettv bourgeoisie, but also to some 
extent the growing revolutionary fermentation 
among the working class. With the direct sup
port of the disaffected elements of the petty bour
geois army of!icers, this clique. succe_e?~d, w~th t~e 
aid of extenstve demagogy, 111 utJltsmg 111 Its 
intcre~ts also the movement of the toiling masses 
of the cities. The coup d'etat was carried out 
mainly bv the air forces which demonstrated over 
the P~la~e of the President and Government their 
readiness to bomb them. The army supported 
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the a1r forces and refused to defend the Govern
ment. The population of Santiago demonstrated 
its sympathy with the revolutionists in the streets 
of the city. The revolution met with some belated 
opposition on the part of a section of the navy, or 
to be more exact, of its aristocratic officers (the 
"mutiny" of the destroyer, "Admiral Lattore"), 
but they, too, soon came to terms with the rebels. 
President Montero escaped to Argentine on an 
airplane with the obvious connivance of the 
··revolutionary'' Government. 

Seeking to utilise the support of the masses, at 
least for the time necessarv for its consolidation, 
and to exploit the revoluti~nary sentiments in its 
interest, the Davila-Grove Government, benefiting 
by the experience of international fascism, 
engaged in extensive anti-imperialist and even 
anti-capitalist social-demagogy, and proclaimed 
the establishment of a ''Socialist Republic of 
Chile.'' This demagogy alarmed even a large 
section of the imperialist pres~ at first, though 
the figure of Davila, who is closely associated with 
lTnited States imperialism, should have served as 
a sufficient guarantee that the new Government 
would in realitv faithfullv observe the interests of 
imperialism m;d of the· Chilean landlords and 
bourgeoisie. .-\ few days later it became suffi
cit!ntly clear that Davila had no intention of going 
bevond vague promi:-.es and demag-ogic attacks 
aa-"ainst imperialism. The Government of the 

b • 

··Socialist Republic of Chile'' not only repudiated 
all charcres of ''bolshevism,·' ''communism'' and 

~ . . 
of an intention to repeat the ·' Russ1an expen-
rnent," but announced its intention to mt'rcilessly 
~uppress the Communist Party of Chile. The 
imperiali~t press then regained its peace of mind 
-the introduction of "~ocialism" "·a~ in ~afe 

hands. 
~o sooner did it annuunn: the intention to 

nationalise all industrv-"·hich would han, struck 
a blO\\' at foreign, pa~ticularly .-\meriean, capital. 
than the Government explained that its intention 
was nut to "nationali~e" the exi:-;~ing enterprises, 
but to create ne\\' Gm·ernment entl'rprises and t1, 
assure them of "co-operation and ~upport." 

Translated into ordinary language thi~ meant 
that Da,·ila's Gm·ernment had no intention f_,f 
raki9g-1 ~p t~e stru_ggle_ ~gainst _the ~o-called 
;"Co~arh (C ompan1a Schtra Ch1lena), \\:ho!-iL' 
c«pital is controlled chiefly by .-\merican busmess 
interests, especially the Guggenheim Tru~t. whieh 
also controls the production of copper. Chile's 
second most important export product. The fight 
«~gain~t the dictatorship of the ''Cosach" and for 
its dissolution, ~upported by England. repre
sented one of the most important issul's of the 
''national" petty bourg-eois opp11sition to the 
:\Jontern (invernment (this \Yas the main election 

plank in _the campaign of :\lontero's opponent, 

~~e:~:~~~~~;k~~~~ t~~~~~~==:cl~~~y J~;,~11~ef::~~eti~=~ 
solution of the "Cosach" which would have led 
to the liquidation of the most outstanding and 
hated form of imperialist monopoly (the actual 
monopoly nf the l"nitt'd State:-;, in the production 
of nitrates would han· continued, of course, even 
after the dis~olution of the "Cosach''), was one of 
the most easily understood concrete anti-imperial
ist slogans. On this paramount que~tion Davila's 
flovernment ~howed that despite the "revolution" 
the continuity of the (~m·enunl'ntal policy has 
been fully presern~d and that thL· interests of 
imperialism in Chile, primarily of the United 
States, \\"ere in no dan~·er. 

The same fate bdl'li another anti-imperialist 
··intention" of the new Glwernment, that of 
··nationalising-'· the Central Bank, \\·hose capital 
belongs mu~tly to the imperialists, and of 
reorganising- it into a ··State Bank of Chile.'· 
However, Da\·ila 's (~on·rnment has not gone 
bevond this "intention" and the threat to take 
t~ver the foreign capital of the bank with com
pensation to the O\\·nL·rs. 

One of the mo~t important issue~ of the "revo
lution·· \\"as the maintt·nance of the value of the 
Chilean peso, \\·ho~e catastrophic decline has 
already resulted in the dropping- of the g-old stan
dan! and in runs on thl' bank~. \\·ith a view to 
~t:curin~ ~tt least ~ih·cr monl'Y. Thus, on the one 
d.1y of ·.-\pril -;. ·Il)32, the C~ntral Bank paid out 
over a million pesos in sih·er, this leading to 
the di:-ocontinuatiun uf the l·xchang-e of the paper 
peso. ant i-C1 l\·ernnwnutl dl'l1lt 111strations and the 
rl'~ignati11:1 nf the Cahinl't. Da\·ila 's Gm·ern-
111l'llt amwuncl'd that in order to create a gold 
fund to ~ecure the pe:"n. :til deposits .in foreign 
,.ll1Tl'I1CY in the natiun:d and foreig-n banks \n>uld 
be taken unT compul:-onrily at the rate of the paper 
pc:-oo. :\' o :-;qunl'r did it prod aim and popularise 
this measure to "sa\·e" the pe:-oo than the Gm·ern
ment, yielding- to pressurl' from the imperialists, 
modestly "explained" that the foreig-n currency 
dl'posits of the foreigner~ \Hluld be preserved 
intact. \\·hile the bulk of the forei~n currencY 
depositvd in the banks of Chile hdonged t~ 
foreigners. 

The capitulation-if it i~ possible at .all to 
~peak of a "capitulation ''-of Davila's "reYolu
tionan·" and even "sociali~t' · GO\·ernment before 
imperialism \\·as complete on all the most impor
tant questions; it \Yas actually prepared to con
tinue the policy of the Ibanez and :\Iontero 
(iovernments \\·hile co\·ering- it up more cleverly 
and subtly by much anti-imperialist demagogy. 

Similar "flexibility" ha:-o been displayed by 
Davila on the question of internal policy as well. 
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Thus, the decree dissolving the religious orders 
(for instance, the Jesuits) which are hated by 
the masses, was "modified," that is, simply 
rescinded almost immediately after its publication. 
The promise of material aid to the workers whose 
wages have dropped below so per cent. of the 
1929 level, and to the unemployed-the number 
of workers employed in the nitrate, copper and 
coal industries alone declined from 9o,ooo in 1929 
to 29,000 in 1932-was limited to Ministerial 
declamations about "the establishment of justice 
with regard to the demand of the long-suffering 
proletariat." 

Under the pressure of the masses the Govern
ment has been forced, however, to dis~olve the 
fascist "civil guard" which was created during 
last year's mutiny of the Chilean Navy and con
sisted of the sons of the ruling classes, and of the 
intelligentsia, and aimed at the suppression of 
the revolutionary mass movement. The volun
tary "Foreign Legion" organised "to protect life 
and property of foreigners'' has also been dis
solved. This essentially covers the entire "posi
tive" policy of Davila's "socialist Government." 
The demagogy and promises of ''freedom'' were 
necessary, only in order to gain the support of the 
masses, at the time of the coup d'etat, and for the 
consolidation of the new power. This was inevit
ably followed by repressions ~nd the restoration ~f 
terrorism against the revolutiOnary labour orgam
sations which began, as stated above, primarily 
against the communists. From "socialism," 
covering up the overthrow, Davila's Government 
pursued a firm policy of restoring the ''normal'' 
bourgeois-landlord regime. 

Meantime, the movement of the masses, par
ticularly of the workers, grew. The .very 
character of the Governmental demagogy Itself 
shows that the revolutionary fermentation of the 
masses was sufficiently deep and widespread. In' 
any case, it is hardly to be supposed that Davila 
would have himself raised the issue of ''social
ism," had not this slogan been sufficiently P?Pular 
among the masses as a slogan of the revolutiOnary 
solution of the crisis. Davila's anti-imperialist 
demagogy did not, of course, signify his pre
paredness or actual intention to fight against the 
power of imperialism, but the very fact of this 
demagogy was possible only in an atmosphere of 
a growing anti-imperialist t;tass ?Iovement.. !he 
publication of the decree dtssolvmg the rehg10us 
orders indicates the anti-clerical sentiments of the 
masses. 

The imperialist press contains very scanty 
information regarding the labour movement at 
the time of the revolution. However, even this 
press publishes accounts of numerous labour 
meetings demanding that the Government arm a 

Labour Red Guard to be controlled by the labour 
organisations. At the same time some of the 
labour meetings, apparently led by the reformists, 
demanded the participation of workers' repre
sentatives in the Government. 

The same demand was advanced by a number 
of trade unions. Reflecting the tendency of the 
reformist and renegade leaders to secure lucrative 
seats in the Government, these demands for the 
participation 1)f labour representatives in the 
Government also expressed the growth of the 
political activity of the masses even though they 
still largely follow the reformists. 

After this article had been set, details of the 
creation of Soviets of workers' deputies in 
Santiago and later in most large towns of Chile, 
on the initiative of the Communist Party, were 
received. 

Representatives of the Socialist, Anarchist and 
renegade Party organisations and groups also 
entered the Santiago Soviet. Not being in a 
position to win the mass of the workers of the 
Soviet, the anarchists and renegades (Idalgists) 
left it. The Santiago Soviet was closely con
nected with the masses, organised several powerful 
demonstrations, and rapidly became the most 
important organ of the revolutionary mobilisation 
of the masses. So far there are no details of the 
activities of Soviets in the provinces. 

Exceptionally favourable conditions were 
created for the speedy development of a truly 
revolutionary mass movement by the entire cir
cumstances of the coup d'etat, misrepresented as 
a revolution, by the complete freedom of organisa
tion and action existing during the first days of 
the new Government, and by its extensive 
''socialist'' demagogy. 

\:Vith the growth of the revolutionary movement 
on the one hand, and the developing right policy 
of Davila on the other, the internal differences 
within the new Government became more and 
more intensified. 

Its left, petty bourgeois wing, expressing the 
sentiments of the petty bourgeois masses and led 
by Grove and Matte, was apparently not only 
prepared for verbal demonstrations against 
imperialism, but also for a certain fight, and was 
therefore dissatisfied with Davila, who, according 
to Grove, taught that "the socialist reorganisa
tion of Chile is possible without determined pres
sure upon the capitalists.'' 

After the internal struggle within ~he GoYern
ment the left wing succeeded in excluding Davila 
and replacing him in the post of President by Col. 
Grove, the main organiser of the military over
throw of President Montero. Thus, the petty 
bourgeois elements of the Governmental clique 
captured power. However, they did not have any 
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clear political programme~ a~y definite plan of 
action, or any mass organasat1ons. Not being a 
party in the proper sense of the word, the Grove
Matte group remained a clique typical of all the 
countries of South America. Being revolutionary 
in the petty-bourgeois sense and prepared to 
extend the anti-imperialist struggle ·to the point 
of limiting the exploiting classes in some ways, 
this petty bourgeois grouping, however, was 
definitely incapable of conducting a truly revolu
tionary struggle for its aims. We do not know 
how sincere Grove-Matte were in their "socialist" 
sentiments, but they were, in any case, anti
proletarian and therefore anti-revolutionary and 
anti-socialist. Between petty-bourgeois ''social
ism" in power and the counter-revolution there is 
not much more than one step. 

The very first act of Grove's Government was 
to again proclaim its "socialist" character. But 
being, in reality, not only petty-bourgeois but 
also anti-proletarian, and seeking to refute the 
charges of "radicalism" and "extremism," it 
immediately announced its determination not to 
allow any communist "interference" in its affairs, 
t~ conduct a resolute fight against the C. P. and 
to put down with an ''iron hand'' every attempt 
at "communist d~sorder." This, in itself, pre
decided its destiny not only as a "socialist" 
Government but as any Government, for without 
the support of the working masses, without the 
support of the Communist Party, even the most 
'• radical'' petty-bourgeois grouping cannot fight 
against the bourgeois-landlord and imperialist 
counter-revolution. 

Despite the vigorous and persistent "advice" 
of the imperialist representatives, Grove's 
Government confirmed the decree on the forcible 
exchange of all foreign currency deposits belong
ing both to natives and foreigners. In the 
capacity of main Governmental commissioner for 
the nitrate industry, was appointed Morgado, 
who is known as a determined advocate of the 
dissolution of "Cc;sach." Grove's Government 
again announced its intention to reorganise the 
Central Bank into a State Bank of Chile, and to 
confiscate all foreign deposits. 

:\11 of these measurt."s, had they actually been 
carried out, would have primarily affected 
American imperialism. On the basis of these 
announced measures some newspaper~ (for 
instance, the German, and also the .\merican 
•· Dailv \Vorker") were already prepared to 
~implify the situation and see in Grove a British 
ag-ent, reducing- the entire struggle between 
Davila and Grove to .·\nglo-.-\merican rivalry. 
That this !'implification, which ignores the class 
~trugg-le in Chile itself, is completely incorrect 
is sufficiently indicaterl t•n·n by the sharp state-

ment in the British Hou!;e of Commons of Assist
ant Foreign Secretary Eden who, replying to a 
question, declared that the British Government 
would certainly refuse to recognise Grove's 
Government, and would take the most resolute 
measures of repression to compensate British 
capital for the losses resulting from the measures 
taken by the Government in Chile. 

Simultaneously with these more determined, but 
still far from revolutionary anti-imperialist action~, 
Grove's Government took certain measures to 
mitigate the sufferings of the masses. Thus it 
introduced fixt:d prices of foodstuffs and estab
lished Governmental control over their sale. The 
unemployment relief which exi~ted previously 
under Montero was extended; according to the 
Labour Department 250,000 unemployed in nine 
cities were given food twice per day. 

In order to secure the gold covering of the peso 
the jewellery stores were searched and "exces
sive" supplies of gold were removed to the reserve 
funds of the bank. All the foreign currency and 
gold, found in the money exchanges were forcibly 
exchanged (at the rate of the paper peso) and 
removed with the same object in view. 

To devise mea~ures for the "socialist" 
reorganisation of Chile, the Government set up 
a "National Socialist Economic Council," with 
representatives of the reformist labour organisa
tions, a fact which the imperialist press never 
tired of emphasising as proof of the "danger" 
threatening the property of the imperialists in 
Chile. This Council, which had an advisory 
character, met in the Senate building. To acquaint 
the country with the socialist programme (which 
did not really exist) it was decided to make exten
sive use of the radio. A special commission was 
appointed to adapt the theatres, cinema houses, 
radio studios and the other artistic shops to the 
"needs and interests of the people." 

Such are the fundamental measures of Grove's 
Government known to us, which were represented 
as ••socialist." Despite all their half-heartedness 
they were nevertheless greeted by the masses 
with tremendous enthusiasm. Immense demon
strations of many thousands of people took place 
in Santiago. The labour meetings and demon
strations welcomed the new Government and 
expressed their readiness to fight for socialism. 
The representatives of the socialist organisations 
of Peru, Equador and Columbia who arrived in 
Chile addressed the labour meetings (according 
to the .. New York Times"), g-reeting the new 
"socialist" regime and declaring that the workers 
of their countries would support it. These 
speeches arou~ed tremendous enthusiasm and 
were regarded as evidence of international revolu
tionary solidarity. 
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Despite the announced intt:ntion of Grove's 
f iovt'rnment to fight the C. P. it did not dare to 
resort to repressions, and the communists not 
only openly addressed all the meetings and demon
.... ration:-; but demanded halls for their work. The 
' '•mmunist students occupied the university and 
demanded participation in the Government 
l;tcconling- to a report of the "New York Times"). 

There can be no doubt that the capture of the 
power by the left ·'socialist" Government of 
(:rove created a large number of illusions among 
the working- masses. These illusions \vere 
~trengthened not only by its "socialist" demagog-y 
but by all the rtformist socialist and renegade 
(for instance, the Idalgo group) organisations. 
\\"e du not possess sufficient data on the work 
carried out at this time by the C.P. No doubt 
the illusions of the working masses regarding the 
Sl)cialist character of the Grove Government 
hindered the work of the C. P. in a certain 
measure in mobilising the proletariat for a 
~truggle for a real revolution and the creation 
of a revolutionary worker-peasant Soviet Govern
ment. Nevertheless, as the subsequent events 
revealed, the communists marched at the head of 
the ma~ses, and they alone being in the leadership 
of the masses, were able to offer resistance at the 
time of the advance of the reaction. 

The Grove-Matte Government originated in the 
process of a struggle between the cliques of the 
ruling classes, was connected with the masses of 
the petty bourgeoisie, ruined and distressed by 
the crisis, and succeeded in g-aining through the 
reformists and nationalists, the support of con
siderable sections of the workers. It was not a 
revolutionary (;overnment. hut its very rise to 
power against the bourgeois landlord cliques, 
closely connected with the imperialists, g-reatly 
facilitated and accelerated the development 
of the revolutionary activity of the masses, 
and led to the deepening and sharpening of the 
revolutionary clas:-; struggle. Soviets were created 
already as organs of power, the elements of the 
Dual Power were to hand. The Grove-Matte 
(iovernment could be only a transitional Govern
ment which had to be overthrown, either by the 
rebellious masses under the hegemony of the 
proletariat and under the Soviets led by the C. P., 
or by the bourgeois-landlord and imperialist 
counter-revolution. It is impossible to balance 
between the fight against imperialism or com
munism without very soon losing equilibrium. 

The weakness of the C.P., and of the revolu
tionary unions of Chile, which only recently 
emerged from six years of underground exist
ence, their insufficient influence over the masses 
of the working clas:-;, large sections of which have 
been captured by the reformists and socialists, 

the weak connedions between the communists 
and tht> recently organised Soviets and the 
army and th<: almo~t complete absence of 
connections with the totling masses of the 
peasantry. t he~e were the ba~tc causes which per
mitted the forces of the counter-revolution to 
organise themselves more rapidly than the forces 
of the worker-rwasant revolution. 

The g-rowth !)f the revolutionarv movement 
made the n·<tt tion hasten its actions.· The Grove
~lattc ( ion·rnmcnt was m·crthrown bv a new mili
tary coup 'u-g-anised by Daviln wh~osc counter
revolutionary ;:ctivity, after his removal from the 
Government. was regarded by the latter with 
equanimity. There can be no doubt that this 
time Davila was backed, not only by the land
lords and bourg-eoisie of Chile, but also by all 
the imperialists. 

Grove and Matte did not succeed and were 
unable to organise any serious resistance, were 
arrested and t:-xiled to the isolated Juan Fernandez 
Island in the Pacific, the usual place of exile from 
Chile. The subsequent arrest of 30 officers of the 
C<lrabinier units testifies to certain fluctuations in 
some army detachments, but nothing definite is 
J.-nown about this. 

Effectiv<~ resistance to the reaction was ofh·red 
only by the worl..:ing- masses. In response to the 
overthrow of Grove's Government and in opposi
tion to the new "socialist" (iovernment of Davila, 
a strike was declared by the railwaymcn, tram
waymen, and slaughter house workers, a large 
section of tlw copper miners and copper smelters, 
as well as h\' the \n>rkers of a number of smaller 
industries. ·.\rmed clashes between the workers 
and Governmental troops occurred in Santiag-o, 
the capital 1 >f Chile. To suppress labour (''com
munist") unrest, troops were sent also to a 
numher of provincial towns. Bloody clashes 
occurred also in Valparaiso and Concepcion. 
:\ccording to the imperialist press, these strikes, 
Sitch as the strike of the 5,000 workers of the 
Cuggenheim copper mill near Rankagua, where 
troops have been sent, had an "anti-imperialist 
;tnd anti-capitalist character." 

It is inclisputahle that a leading part was 
played in this strugg-le by the Soviets, but so far 
\\'l' ha\'e no detailed information. 

To :-.uppress the strike wave and the revolu
tionary movement - unfortunately we have no 
knowledge whatsoever of the en·nts in the 
villages - Davila's new (iovernment prodaimeo 
martial law thrnughout the country. The trains 
were manned by special military detachments. 
All open-air meetings were banned. Meetings 
on enclosed premises can be only held \\'ith polict' 
permission issued 24 hours before the actual meet
ing. Anybody moving in the streets of Santiago 
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aftt.'r 10 p.m. will be tirt.'d upon without warning-. 
.·\nyone ";~gitating the masses" ts subject to 
arn•st, trial within l-l hours and shooting-. The 
l'ommunist Party has been outlawed and ov~r 500 
c·otmnunists, including the responsil.>le leaders of 
tht.' PartY, ha\'c been arrested. It ma\· he assumed 
that the ·rc\·olutionary trade unions h;,,.c also bcl'n 
suppn·sst.'d. .-kcording to tht· latest reports of 
till' bourg-eois teleg-raph agencies in Chile "every
thing- is quiet" in the country. 

This is how Da\'ila' s "sociali:;;t" programme 
appears in its second edition. It is quite dt•ar 
that it docs not contain any distinction of prin
ciph.· from the "socialist" demands of Davila's 
first (~on·rnment. It is nothing- but a sl'cond and 
"impron·d" l'<lition in which all the i's are dottt·d 
and the t's arc crossed. The "socialist'' label 
can no long-er deceive anyone as to the real char
acter of Da\·ila 's Government as a (iovernment 
of the bourg-eois-landlord reaction and imperialist 
oppression. 

During the last year, since the summt.'r of I9JI, 
Chile has been a centre of important n·,·olutionary 
en~nts for the third time. In tht· sumnwr of 1q{1 
Ibanez' dictatorship was overthrown, not in c.o.n
sequence of a strug-gle of the ruling diques but 
as a result of a revolutionar\' mass movem~nt, 
thoug-h the power remained i;1 the hands con
nected with imperialism, the landlords and the 
bourgeoisie. In the fall of 1931 thl' na,·y 
mutinied, due to economic causes and without an,· 
definite political aim, but was supported by th.e 
working- ma~ses, under the leadt.'rship of the C.P .. 
and plm·ed a tremendous rtlll' in the furt lwr 
de\·clopri1ent of the re\·olutionary mon'nwnt. The 
mutiny was put down by arml'd force not so much 
owing to serious military mistakes of the rl'l>t'l
lious tl:l\'\' as because of the weakness of thl' 
re\'olutiot~ar\' mo\Tmt·nt in the countrY (which 
was rcspon~ihll' also for a number o( military 
\\'t.•akm·sst.•s of the uprising). Finally. the t'\'Cnts 
just descrihl'd in which the n'\lt• of the C. P. was 
incomparably larg-er than ir\ the on·rthrcm· of 
I hant·z or in the mutiny of the nan·. 

* * * 
The sharp and ag-g-ra\"ating· t.·conomic nisi~. t lw 

disastrous dt'tt.·rioration of the situation of tlw 
toiling maSSl'S, including t hl' proletariat, the poor 
and middll' pt·asants, and tlw lowl'r sc·ctions of 
the pt.·tty hcntrgt.·Pisit.· of the c·ity, till' l'Xploitation 

of the nationally oppressed Indian masses, and 
the g-rowing- political dass consciousness of thc 
proletariat and the strengthening of its rt'\le in thl' 
entire revolutionary mO\'t.•mt·nt, finally, thc con
siderable extension of the intluence of the C. P. 
and of the n·,·olutionary unions, serve as a guar
antt.•e that the nt.·w Davila ( ;overnment (or the 
( ;on·rnnwnt of any other rt'presentative of the 
ruling- classt•s) will no long-er succeed in crushing
tilt· rt.·,·olutionar\' movt.·ment as easil\' as Ibanez 
did in Iqlh. · · 

Chile is faced with new class battles. Their 
den•lopnwnt and outconw will be mainly depen
dent upon the force and intluence of the C. P., 
upon its ability to mobilise t ht' masses, to lead 
their spontaneous stntg-g-le, to lead them from 
partial daily be~ttles to g-t'neral political battles, 
upon the ahilit ,. of the C. P. to correctly estimate 
the situation ,;nd ahly utilise it for ta~·tical pur
post.·s. Thl' latl'st events, poor as our information 
of tht.' n'\lt.· of the C. P. ma\' lw, han· shown that 
the C. P. of Chill' has g-ro\\:n during- the last year 
not only organisationally. hut also politicall\', and 
t.·xtendc.'d its intluenct.• on·r tlw masses. lfut tht.· 
saml' en·nts han· also shmn1 that this influt'tHT 
of the C. P. is still undoubtt.'dl\' insutlicient to 
c·nahlt.• the C. P. of Chile to cont~ol the.· events and 
pia,· a decisin· part in tlwm imnwdiatelv, that the 
po,~·er of the reformist and socialist · influt'nces 
on..- tht.' \nu·king- class of Chile ts still n·n· 
,·onsi<lt'rablc.·. 

Tlw C. P. of Chile is faced with the task of 
conducting an t•nerg-etic tight for its leg-ality, for 
tht· strt·ng·tlwning· of its connections with 
tht· \\·orking masst.·:-., for thl' extl'nsion of 
its political inllul'nn· not onl\· ovt·r the 
proletariat hut abo over thl' n~Hl-proletarian 
toiling· massl's of t hl' city and Yillag-e. Tht· 
C. P. of Chile mu~t organise and lead the struggle 
11f the ma:-'sc.·s ag·ainst D:l\·ila 's "socialist" 
( ;on·rnnwnt as a ( ;, ,n•rnmt'nt uf the houq.,:-eois
landlord and imperialist rt'action, steadfast!\· and 
patiently tig·hting- ag-ainst all illusions o.f the 
ditl'l'rt.'llt sl'ctions of the \\·orking- class towards it, 
if such illusions still l'xist. 

Thl' t.·xpl'ric•nt't.' of t hl' "socialist .. ("';oyernment 
of Davila and ( iron• must be utilist•d b,· the C. 1'. 
of Chilt.• in ordt·r to dt.'monst ratt.· to tht.' mas~t·~ 
nwrl' cll'arly the path of tht.' truly n•,·olutionar~ 
:-.tntg·g·le for thl' ~olution of the crisis and thl' 
,·n·ation of a \\'orkt·r-Pt.'a,ant Scn·ic.·t (;o,·t.•rnnwnt. 
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SOCIAL-FASCISM IN JAPAN 
By AKI 

T HE Social-Democracy of Japan which 
constituted itself into a party only recently 

(in 1924-25), already represents an organisation 
which has become an integral part of the 
monarchist regime, and steadily pursues the 
policy of the ruling bloc of the bourgeoisie and 
landlords among the masses of the people. The 
Japanese Social-Democracy utilises the entire 
experience of the Western-European Social
Democracy in the matter of treachery, in accord
ance with the economic and political conditions 
existing in Japan. In certain respects, however, 
the Japanese Social-Democracy is even preceding 
the West-European parties. While the Western 
Social-Democracy issues pacifist declarations con
cealing the actual preparation and danger of 
imperialist (and, particularly, anti-Soviet) war; 
the Japanese Social-Democracy either openly or 
secretly supports the anti-Soviet plunder of war 
which the ruling bloc of Japan is already waging. 
While the German Social-Democracy defends the 
Government of the bourgeois republic exercising 
a Fascist dictatorship, the Japanese Social-Demo
cracy resorts to every sort of social demagogy to 
defend the military-police monarchy. 

In Japan there are two Social-Fascist parties: 
the right Social-Democratic Party (Shakai
Minshu-to), and the "left" Social-Democratic 
Party (Rono Taishu-to) and also the organisation 
of professional agents-provocateurs, known as 
"the labour group of the Communist Party of 
Japan.'' 

The Party of "State Social-Fascists" (who 
recently split away from the right Social-Demo
-cratic Party) openly proclaim their solidarity with 
the programme and actions of the monarchist 
military circles, for they express the sentiments 
of the exploiting sections of the petty bourgeoisie 
(traders, rich handicraftsmen, Government 

officials, small industrialists, rich farmers, small 
and middle landlords, etc.). 

Shimanama, the leader of the ''State capital
ists,'' said : 

" ... Everybody must join in a united front 
with three slogans: 

"A People's Party, 
''An anti-capitalist Party, 
"Not merely a Parliamentary Party. 
"This united front should be joined not only 

by us, the middle class, but also by the great 
masses of the people : Scientists, Government 
officials, the military, the clerks, small and 
middle landlords, small traders and industrial
ists, city workers and peasants." (Shakai 
Undo Tsushin, January 14, 1932.) 

To-day the Japanese Fascists make it their 
object to utilise the growing discontent of the 
petty bourgeoisie of the city and village, and of 
the backward workers, for the purpose of mobilis
ing them for the war of plunder, and utilising 
this discontent to strengthen the unbridled re
action. The military-pacifist monarchy, by play
ing upon the existing chauvinist sentiments of 
the exploiting section of the petty bourgeoisie, 
is seeking to strengthen chauvinism among the 
toilers. 

The Japanese Social-Democracy, not excluding 
its l(left" wing, represents the midwife, or to be 
more exact, the mother of Japanese fascism. 
The A kamatsu group came from the Shakai 
Minshu-to and partly the Roni Taishu-to 
(Shorengo and a section of the Dsenkoku Domei, 
the Mochizuki-Aki group), while the Oda-Iishi 
group represents an offshoot of the most uradical" 
reformist trade union centre Shohio-Gikai. 

The Central Committee of the Shakai Minshu
to carried out a "left" manreuvre this year after 
splitting wih the "State Socialists" (Fascists), 
issuing the following demagogic slogans : 

1. Down with capitalism, for the resolute in
troduction of Socialism ; 

2. Onward to the creation of a strong 
Mushanseito (a party of the propertyless) ; 

3· Down with Fascism; 
4· Down with Parliament which neglects the 

needs of the people. 
At the same time the Central Committee of 

Shakai-Minshu-to fully and unreservedly sup
ports :the imperialist policy of the Japanese 
monarchy as is shown by the following, fifth 
slogan:· 

5· The resources of Manchuria for Socialist 
emancipation. 

At the same time the right Social-Democratic 
Party vigorously flirts with the so-called ''State 
Socialists,'' especially in view of the fact that 
the masses organised by it consist mainly of 
workers of the Government armament plants, and 
the naval transport (the active members of this 
organisation consist almost exclusively of the 
labour aristocracy, foremen and bo'suns). 

The "left" Sociai-Democracv masks its black
legging and direct co-operation. with the police by 
even more demagogic ''revolutionary'' phrases 
and vague declarations. 

The mercenary professional ~gents-provo
cateurs of the "Labour Group of the Communist 
Party of Japan'' arc not merely a group of 
renegades of Communism, but a body connecterl 
\vith the secret police, conducting provocative 
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activities among the revolutionary workers under 
the direct orders of the monarchist police. For 
this purpose they even "support" such slogans 
as "For the dictatorship of the proletariat,!\ 
"Long live the Com intern," etc. If we con
trast their betrayal of Party affairs and indivi
dual Communists to the police and their numerous 
declarations of allegiance to the Emperor and 
the Japanese State to this, it becomes clea•· that 
all these slogans merely serve the purpose of 
.creating a misleading conception of the Com
munist Party of ] apan and the Comintern <.~mongo 
the revolutionary workers, of discrediting them 
in the eyes of the masses, and penetrating the 
revolutionarv ranks to facilitate the execution of 
police orders. 

Thus, the Social-Democrats of all shades in 
Japan use different methods of treachery and 
deceit, but have one and the same aim: to 
strengthen the power of the exploiters, to advo
cate a war policy among the masses, to co-oper
ate with the police in the suppression of the 
revolutionary movement. This identity of aim of 
the right and left Social-Democracy explai11s their 
recentlv introduced unification on the basis of a 
right S.D. platform. 

I.-WAR AND THE SOCIAL-DEMOCRACY. 

The Japanese Social-Imperialists and Fascists 
cOf all shades speedily reacted to the war of 
-despoliation and the anti-Soviet provocations. 
In this field they have not only "caught" up with 
but overtaken and surpassed their '\"estern 
colleagues (traitors of 1914-18) by giving full 
support to the ruling classes in the pursuit of the 
robber war, anti-Soviet provocations and sup
pression of the revolutionary movement. They 
supported the programme of action of the mili
tarists, this most reactionary \\·ing of the 
monarchy, without the slightest hesitation. 

There· is absolutelv no difference between the 
militarists' slogan o{ "creating paradise in Man
churia and th~refore also in ] a pan," and the 
Social-Democratic slogan of ''defending Japanese 
rights and interests in Manchuria to build a 
Socialist Japan." Essentially these slogans 
differ in no waY from the slogan of the ''left" 
Social-Democratic Party: "Rights and interests 
in Manchuria must be presen·ed." The dis
tinction is onh· one of words and the method of 
deceiving the ·masses. True, the ''left" Social
Democracy, at the same time, expresses itself 
timidly "against imperialist \Yar" in general 
(while misrepresenting the \Yar in l'v[anchuria and 
China as a non-imperialist war, a national '' ar in 
defence of the rig-hts and interests of ] a pan 111 

(~hina.-A.). 

This is nothing but a manceuvre, designed to 

avoid self-exposure to the masses of the workers 
organised by them, now becoming revolutionary. 

Even before the occupation of Manchuria, when 
feverish preparations were being made for a war 
of plunder, the Social-Democracv was well aware 
of them, but carefullv concealed them from the 
masses. "-~ith the ·beginning of hostilities in 
~anchuria they appeared as rabid supporters of 
the utmost extension of the plundering war and 
anti-Soviet provocations. This change cannot 
be regarded as unexpected. It was a result of 
the entire previous polic,· of the Social-Democracv 
as a whole. The utmo.st unanimity of ] apanes.e 
Social-Democracy and the Fascists of all shades 
in this was revealed. 

The organ of the Fascists, led bv Akamatsu, 
"Japanese Socialism," in an editorial in the 
November issue of 1931, wrote as follows: 

"The Japanese people, if the amount of land 
and mineral resources are compared with the 
population, represent the poorest people. The 
Japanese nation, in short, is the poorest pro
letariat on an international scale. Modern 
internationalism says that aggressiveness to
wards each other is wrong. But whv must 
the ] apanese people alone or the fe~ other 
weak nations who are in a similar position, 
suffer this, live in congestion on a small plot 
of land with a relatively huge population and 
be content with very miserable natural 
resources. 

"'Ye are opposed to such internationalism 
because it takes as its point of departure the 
existing State of affairs. To speak on the 
basis of the existing situation, in other \\·ords, 
not to be aggressive and demand an extension 
of territory is the same as to say: 'Poor people, 
be content with being poor.' " 
The President of the ] apanese Seamen· s C nion 

(organised in the Reformist Transport "-·orkers' 
International), Hamada, who is also a member 
of the Social-Democratic Partv Shakai--:\linshu
to, wrote in the organ of this l) nion in ] anuary. 
1932, as follo\\·s: 

"\\.ere Japan to renounce its interests in 
-:\lanchuria :md :\longolia. it would signify the 
strengthening of exploitation on the part of 
the local military cliques, and would also facili
tate the annexationist advance of Britain, 
America and Russia in the Far East. The 
fact that our country which occupies a small 
territorv. and \Yhich is poor in natural wealth 
and suiTers in addition from overpopulation. 
conducts an economic offensive on -:\·lanchuria 
and -:\Iongolia, which have vast territories, with 
small populations and are rich in natural 
resources, the fact that our countrv intends to 
exploit these untapped resources b;· mutual co-
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operation between Japan and China, will tre
mendously benefit not only our country but the 
( ~hint:se people as well. If we take a Socialist 
point of view, our country, which ha.s a popula
tion of 100 million on an insignificant piece of 
land, and which is forced to contract itself to 
the utmost extent, cannot hut be called the 
international proletarian State. In contrast to 
this China, which possesses a vast territory 
with a comparatively sparse population, rt."pre
sents an international bourg-eois State. At the 
present time, when it is recognised to be a 
social rig-ht of the proletariat, threatened with 
the dang-er of death from starvation, to demand 
protection of ib vital interests ag-ainst the 
bouq{eoisie which possesses surpluses, the 
fact that our n>Untrv, which is an international 
proletarian State, s~eks from China, the bour
geois State, the right to exploit the economic 
resources, is by no means an imperialist con
quest.'' 
The Central ( ·ommittee of Shakai :!\linshu-to 

adopted a special resolution on the repo-rt of the 
dekgation sent to Manchuria, stating in part: 

··From the point of view of the Communist 
Part,· or the pseudo-Communists (referring to 
the :.left" Social-Democrats.-A.) who belong 
to the left ,,·ing- of the social movement, it is 
a ~beer departure . . . . They base them
seln·s upon the Communist, schematic view 
that Japan is an imperialist State, while China 
is <tn oppressed nation .... The vie\\' of the 
liher<tl pacifists consists of an atcmpt to t1nd a 
c·ompromisc derision. Thoug·h their motives 
arl' pacifist they arc entirely unsuited to the 
solution of this practical question. 

... ,,.e arc convinced of the necessit,· of build
ing· a Socialist Japan, leading· her. to inter
national Socialism to secure the right of the 
masses of .Japan to 1ivc, we consider it unjust 
that the treaty rights and interests of Japan 
in :\'lanchuria should be violated." 
The leader and official delegate of the Rono 

Taishu-to, :\fatzudani, "·ho v.-as sent to Man
churia to stud" the situation on the spot, pre
sented a repo~t to the Central Committee upon 
returning·. writing in p<trt: 

" ... If we assume that the rights and 
interest . .; in .\1anehuria had heen h)st by us, 
then as a result the capitalists \\·ould have gone 
hank rupt, and the J apanesc workers \\·ould die 
of starvation ... 

• • ... The present occupation by our country 
cannot be regarded as an imperialist \\·ar ... 
Prot('ction against an unlawful violation is 
really just. \Ve even regret that the occupa
tion has been belated." 

From all these statements it 1s dear that the 
J apancse Social-Imperialists have gone much 
further even than the bourgeois liberals. They 
did not display the least hesitation on the ques
tion of the war of plunder and anti-Soviet provo
cation. Moreover, to carry the workers and 
toilers with them (among whom the war is not 
popular and who, despite the war, continue to 
tight against the capitalists, landlords and police) 
and divert them from the revolutionary path, 
t hev have invented a whole number of "theories" 
to justify the war, namely: without this war it 
will be impossible to create a Socialist japan~ 
the only \V<l)' for the workers and toilers to avoid 
death by starvation is to occupy Manchuria and 
then to start an anti-Soviet robber \var. To this 
end they urge the masses to support the 
'Zl'lLr ptans of the military.Jfeudal monarchy, and it.11 
most reactionary wing, the militarists allegedly 
a~:ainst the Chinese militarists and the greedy 
japanese capitalists. 

The necessity of covering up the most flagrant 
imperialist policy by Socialist phrases, will be 
casilv understood if we take into consideration 
not ~nlv the constant intensification of the class 
st rug-gl~ within the country \the growth of the 
number of labour and peasant conflicts during the 
,_,·ar l'ompared with last year, the unprecedented 
repression and the struggle against it un<ler the 
<'onditions of martial law, etc.), but also the 
growing discontent and re\·olutionary fermenta
tion among the Social-Democratic membership 
masses. We shall attempt to cite a few examples 
to show ho,,· difficult it is for the Sot:ial-Demo
nati;· leaders to cover up the real nature of the 
present events . 

On Nm·emhcr I 2, I<)JI, at a conference of the 
Executive Committee of the Osaka org-anisation 
of the Shakai \linshu-to; the :Yiat1churia question 
\\·as discussed. The ne\\·spapcr '' Shakai l"ndo 
Tsushin" reports the conference in the follo"·ing 
terms: 

·'The ~lanchurian question has attra:..·ted 
the attention of everv country and it was there
fore decided to disc~ss it at the Central CoM
mittee, upon the receipt of the report of the 
delegation to ::\1anchuria, which will return on 
~ovember 18. At the recent meeting on this 
question three views were expresse<l: 

·' (a). For the war. The motives are that 
after the defeat of the Party in the municipal 
election campaign, our agitation against the 
war, contrary to the sentiments of the people, 
will lead to very unfavourable prospects for our 
party (the group of Ogata, the representative 
of the petty bourgeois sections) . 

"(b). Against the war. The explanation 
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given being that from a class point of view we 
are opposed to a war which defends the bour
g-eois interests, no matter what the pretext may 
be (the Umcdo group representing factory 
delegates). 

"(c). For the war, but with a reservation. 
Some of tht! people attending the meeting· 
favoured the war as a prerequisite to demo
cratic Socialism, without granting the 
monopoly rig-ht to the exploitation of the terri
tory after the \\·ar to a section of the bour
g-eoisie (the group led by the member of 
Parliament, Nishio, consisting of the: party 
leaders) . '' 
These views reflL-cted the sentiments of the 

rlitferent sections of the population and the adroit 
tactics of the leaders of the Social-Democratic 
Partv. The first view reflects the sentiments of 
the ~xploiting- sections of the petty bourgeoisie, 
the second, despite the fact that its spokesmen 
are leaders of the right Social-Democracy among 
the workers, still reflects the anti-war sentiment 
or, at least, the lack of popularity of the war 
among the workers who are even members of 
the Sociai-Democracv ; the third reveals to us 
the meanest tactics ~f the leaders ,,·ho call upon 
the working masses to give their active support 
to the robber war allegedly in the interests of 
Socialism. 

The congress of the right Social-Democracy, 
attended also b,· the Fascists of the Akamatsu 
g·roup, adopted· the slogan: ''Protect the rights 
and interests of l\'[anchuria." Thev are now 
,·arrying on a frantic campaign in favour of the 
war in the factories. They organise patriotic 
demonstrations under the slogan: ''Ag-ainst 
currency speculations and for using the profits 
from speculation for the war and the soldiers at 
the front." Thev are conducting a g-reat cam
paigu to collect ~lonations for the \Y<tr and the 
soldiers under different patriotic slogans. For 
instance, a <:()rrcspondent of the Reformist Sea
men's Union writes: 

"In response to a call of the Secretary of 
the upper deck group we shouted hurrah three 
times: for the Emperor. for the Navy, and the 
Armv, who are defending the residence, the 
people's rights and interests in freezing- ~[an
churia." 
They have organised talks in the presence of 

the Chairman ar the l)nion on the question of 
Japan's surplus! population and of Manchuria. 
They have orga1~ised. especially after the occupa-

tion of Shanghai, "stormy" demonstrations of 
unemployed seamen under the slogan : "Out with 
Chinese seamen from Japanese ships.'' The 
leaders of the Union, who only recently have 
agreed to a 7 per cent. wage cut for all the sea
men, without a fight, and who explained the 
causes of unemployment as an inevitable evil, this 
time displayed ''full readiness and determina
tion.'' 

Similar pictures describing the entire mean
ness of the social-traitors may be observed every
where. 

The "left" Social-Democracy could not take up 
an openly chauvinist attitude towards the war at 
once. While fully supporting the plundering 
war and the anti-Soviet provocation, it was . .:om
pelled to manreuvre bt :ore the mass of the mem
bership becoming revolutionary. On the one 
hand, it sent its delegate, Matzudani, to Man
churia, and through his mouth propagated the 
necessity of active support of the robber war, and 
on the other, appointed the so-called "anti-war 
committe~" (while sabotaging and combatting 
by all Q1eans the active anti-war struggle of its 
members). to deceive the revolutionising mass of 
members. 

The position of Rono Taishu-to is described b~ 
the leader of this Party, Matzudani, in his state
ment at the beginning of December as follow5: 

"I have recentlv heard that the Part v has 
altered its former· resolution to the eifect that 
Japan's rig-hts and interests in Manchuria must 
not be renounced and must be protected, but 
opposing- the present military occupation as 
constituting an imperialist war ... 

"But to defend the rig·hts and interests in 
:\[anchuria, and oppose in essence the protec
tion of these interests is a verv strang, theorv 
and a bad deceit . . . · . · 

"I boldlv advise to put an end to this deceit." 
In actual i·act, after the formation of the anti

war committee at the tenth meeting of the 
Presidium of the Central Committee of the Rono 
Taishu-to, on September 29, and until the 
fifteenth meeting of the Presidium (Non:mber 
4) the theses on the strug·g-Je against the 1x.-cupa
tion ,,·ere discussed onh· once, and on Non:-mber 
I 3. at the regular meeting- of the Secretariat, 
a resolutio11 was adopted to the effect that the 
}fanchurian question must be excluded from those 
questions, concerning the strug-g-le ag-ainst 
impk:-riRlist \v.ar. 

(To be colltinued.) 
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THE FOURTH OFFENSIVE AGAINST THE CHINESE 
RED ARMY 

(A military revie·w based upon the materials published in the bourgeois press.) 
By ASSOV. 

T HE development of the revolutionary Soviet Lianhua), the XVI. corps operated at the ~unc
movement in China, the extension ancl tion of the Kiangsi, Hunan and Hupeh provmces 

consolidation of the Soviet regions, the growth of (in the district of lnin, Tungshan and Tungchen). 
the Chinese Red Army, and the strengthening of The Second Army operated in the lake district 
its fighting power, could not but. alarm the of Central Hupeh and Northern Hunan. 
Kuomintang and imperialist camp. The IX. corps operated in North-Western 

During- the last few years the Kuomintang has Hupeh. 
organised three big offensives against the Reds. The Fourth Army held the district which forms 
.\11 these three offensives, despite the enormous the border between the provinces of Honan, 
numerical and technical superiority of the Hupeh and Anhwei. 
Kuomintang- armies compared with. the Red The X. corps was active in the North-Eastern 
Army, and despite their SiUperiority also in part of Kiangsi, and at the junction of the pro
regard to ammunition, ended in complete failure. vinces of Anhwei, Kiangsi, Chekiang and Fukien. 
The Red Army not only repulsed these attacks, Upon repulsing Chang Kai-shek's third offen
but inflicted numerous defeats upon the reaction- sive the Red Armies quickly restored the position 
ary forces, crushed and disarmed about I 5 enemy existing before the offensive and forced the 
divisions, captured over Ioo g·enerals and colonels, reactionary troops to take up the defensive . 
.about 8o,ooo soldiers, over Ioo,ooo rifles, some .-\ccording to the accounts of the Far-Eastern 
500 machine-guns, over so field-guns, three-four bourg-eois press, at the beginning of December, 
airplanes, an enormous amount of ammunition the Red Army command worked out a plan of 
and other war trophies, and emerged from this further advance. The main task of the opera
struggle stronger and more numerous than ever. tions of the Red Army was to merge the isolated 

.-\t t_he beg-inning of I9J2 the Red Army had Soviet regions into two great territories, the first 
about ·I so,ooo combatants. It also has as a to the South of the Yangtse, and the second on 
reserve Red and Young- Guards numbering a the :"Jorthern bank of the Yangtse. 
total of Ioo,ooo men. The Red and Young In the latter half of January the Red Armies 
Guards are a militia formation who receive e~pparently proceeded to fulfil this plan. 
military training, and carry out guard duties in The forces and grouping of the reactionary 
their districts, without lea,·ing their regular ern- armies, according to the Chinese press, appeared 
ployment. In many cases detachments of the at th<H time as follows: 
Red r~nd Young Guards, acting on orders of the The First and Third Red Armies were con
Red Army command, have fought hand in hand fronted in the Xorth with ten infantry and one 
with the Red Army in the battles against the cavalry divisions and three separate brigades, 
militarist forces . 

.-\t the beginning of I9J2 the Chinese Red 
Arm~·. according to the Japanese press, consisted 
of the following formations. 

Name of highest formation: 
First Army of Chu Teh and Mao- Tse-tung. 
Second Army of Ho Lung. 
Third .-\rrny of Pen Teh-hwai. 
Fourth ArmY of Kwan Tsi-hsiun. 

I X. corps. 
X. corps. 
XVI. corps. 

· Individual units: 

First, second and third separate divisions. 
At the t·tHI of H)J I, the Red Army held the 

following· regions: the First and Third Armies 
occupied the South-Eastern section of Kiangsi 
and the ".estern part of Fukien ; the First, 
Second and Third separate divisions operated in 
the "·estern part of Kiangsi and, in the South
Eastern belt of Hunan (in the district of Chalin, 

totalling I 20,000 men, and in the West, in the 
region of Kanchow, with one infantry brigade 
numbering· 3,000 men. 

In the South, along the Kwantung-Kiangsi 
border, there was one infantn· division and three 
infantry brigades aggregating 25,000 men, and 
finallv, in the East, in the Province of F ukien, 
there. \\'ere two infantry divisions and one infantrv 
brigade, totalling aboi.It 30,000 men. -

The XYI. corps was opposed in the North and 
:\"orth-".est by four divisions totalling 45,ooc 
men, <tnd in the South and South-East bv about 
three rlivisions with 25,000 men. . 

The Set·ond Arrnv \Vas opposed in the North bv 
one division ( IO,oOo men), in the 'Vest by one 
division and one brigade totalling I 3,000 men. 
in the South bv one division of Io,ooo men and in 
the East by t\~O divisions and one brig-ade agg-re
gating about 25,000 men. The Fourth Red 
.-\rmv was faced in the North \vith three infantrv 
and ·one cavalry divisions aggregating 40~0<::10 
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men, in the· East by two infantry divisions num
bering 20,000 men, in the South by three divi
sions totalling 30,000 men, and in the West by 
three divisions, also totalling about Jo,ooo men. 

THE FIGHTING IN THE CENTRAL SOVIET REGION. 

In the middle of January the VII. and XXII. 
corps of the Third Red Army numbering some 
20,000 men advanced from the Yuitu and 
Hsinkwo regions in the direction of Kanchow. 
Without much difficulty they succeeded by the 
end of the month in capturing Shan-yui, Nankan, 
Kiangkow and surrounding Kanchow. 'rhe 
capture of the city represented a complicated and 
difficult task owing to the severe shortage of 
ammunition and the difficult approaches to the 
town. The weakness of the work of demoralis
ing the enemy, the almost complete absence of 
party-political work within the city further com
plicated the task of capturing the town. All this 
taken together, coupled with the determined 
resistance offered by the Klllomintang forces, 
which were well supplied with ammunition, re
sulted in the siege of the town developing into 
a protracted ~iff air. 

The advance of the First Army units upon 
K wanchang and N anfeng met with speedv suc
cess. The Reds succeeded in cutting off the 
XXIX. and XXVII. divisions of Sun Liang-chun 
from the main group of the Kuomintang forces 
and inflicting serious blows upon them. Sun's 
divisions, which had been badly thrashed by the 
Reds previously during the third expedition, and 
which were demoralised as a result of their long 
contact with the Red Army, failed to withstand 
the blows of the First Army and began to sur
render in complete regiments, nine regiments 
joining the Reds almost in a body out of a total 
of twelve. The other regiments, and a few 
detachments from those regiments which sur
rendered to the Reds succeeded in breaking 
through to the North. 

The activisation of the Red Armies, the exten
sion of the Soviet regions in Kiangsi as well as 
in Hupeh, Hunan, and Anhwei, the threat to 
merge the scattered Soviet districts into a vast 
unbroken Soviet territory, and the fear of their 
fate, prompted the Kuomintang "patriots," at 
the time of the most strenuous fig-ht of the XIX. 
Army against the Japanese invasion of Shanghai, 
to adopt a decision to start a new advance against 
the Reds. 

The invasion of the Kwantung borders by units 
of the Third Red Armv, the fear that the Soviet 
movement might extend to K wan tung, and the 
desire to demonstrate 'his abilitv to defeat the 
Red Armies to the imperialists and thus to appear 
on the national arena with their aid, and finally 

the anxiety to secure funds and ammunition for 
his army,· prompted Chen Tsi-tang, the head of 
the Canton Government, to join in the new 
offensive against the Reds. 

At numerous conferences of the Nanking and 
Canton generals the Kuomintang representatives 
attempted to work out a uniform plan of action 
against· the Red Armies and create a joint 
operative centre. The creation of a single 
operative centre, as might have been expected, 
proved to be an insurmountable task for Nanking 
and Canton which, while ostensibly at peace, 
actually continued to be hostile to each other. 
Moreover, a single operative centre could not be 
created even among the Nanking forces engaged 
against the Reds. Unity of action was attempted 
to be established by means of "co-ordination" 
of the plans of the different independent generals. 

As before, the main attention and the principal 
forces were directed again~t the First and Third 
Red Armies. At conferences between repre
sentatives of Chen Tsi-tang and the commissioner 
for the "pacification" of Kiangsi the following 
plan of operations to wipe out the Reds was 
adopted. The Canton forces were to advance in 
two shock groups : the first consisting of three 
divisions and two individual, brigades and 
equipped with 20 airplanes was to advance in tv..·o 
columns from the districts of Shiuchow and 
Nanhsiun, the right column into Tinan, Anyuan, 
Hweichan, Sh1,1ikin and the left into Shaochow, 
Kanchow, Yuitu, Nintu. At the same time three 
divisions of Nanking troops were to be sent from 
the district to Taiho into Kanchow whence thev 
were to advance in the direction of HsinkwO
Nantu. 

The second shock group of the Canton forces, 
consisting of three divisions and one infantry 
brigade with seven airplanes, together with a 
division of Fukien troops, was to be concentrated 
in the region of Yunting, Shanhan, whence it was 
to advance in the direction of Tingchow, Nintu. 
and Wuping, ~weichang, Nintu. 

In the district of Nintu the operation of des
troying the First and Third Red Armies was to 
have been completed. 

The actual progress of the fighting, according 
to accounts published in the Chinese, English and 
Japanese bourgeois press, appears to have been 
as follows: 

At the end of February the XVIII. corps of the 
Nanking- Army arrived t"rom the district of Taiho 
in the district of Kancho\\· and entered the city 
earlv in March. 

The relationship of the forces fighting for 
Kanchow then sharply changed in favour of the 
Kuomintang. Against the VII. and XXII. corps 
of the Third Army were concentrated three divi-
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sions and one brigade aJ.n,~Tq,:·at ing about 35,000 
men. At the beginning- of :\[arch the vanguard 
of the First Canton <'orps entered Kiang-si further 
<:hang-ing· the relationship of forces in favour of 
the Kuomintang armies. 

Under the pressure of the XVIII. corps, and 
in view of the threat to certain units of the Red 
. -\rmy, from the rear, on the part of the First 
Canton Corps, the Third R1~d Arm,· lifted the 
siege of Kanchow on !\larch 7 and started a slow 
retreat in the direction of Yuitu-Hsinko while 
some of the detachments retreated to Shan-vui
chun. The stubborn resistance otl"en.•d bv · th(• 
Reds, their invariable support hy the toiling
population, the clever partisan operations, the 
lack of confidence of the Kuomintang command 
;n the reliabilitv of their own forces, and fears 
for their communication Jines greatly limited the 
successes of the whites. In two months of fig-ht
ing they succeeded in pres-.;ing- back the units of 
the Third Army a distance of only Js-so kilo
metres to the East of the River Kan. Rut even 
thesl' "victories" of the Kuomintang- .-\rmies, 
like the previous ones, proved to be far from 
lasting-. According· to the latest information tht• 
Third Red Arm,· not onh· arrested the further 
advance of the · reactionar:y forces but took up 
the otft'llsive and has begun to press the whites 
from the district of Yuitu-Hsinkwo in a South
\Vcstern direction. 

At the same time the Red forces located in tht.• 
<.!:strict of Chun-yi also commem-ed active opera
tions. At the beginning- of May they captlured 
the Meilin, :\fountain ,-iadud, thus cutting off the 
first Canton corps from its base. 

The operations of the Third Canton corps 
during this whole period resulted onh· in the cap
ture of Shanhan, \\.uping· and Chapi.ng, Wuping 
being recaptured in the midrlle of April bY detach
ments of the First .\rm,·. The Third Canton 
Corps advanced to the North, a total of 2o-3o 
kilometres. This slowness, laxih· and indecisive
ness of the operations of the enem.y was apparently 
quickly appreciated and splendidlv utilised b,· the 
Red :\rmy command. Continuing· to resist the 
arlv:uwe of the Third Canton Corps in small 
units, the First Arnl\· command I'Oncentrated a 
shock g-roup in tlw '(ing·dlOw district consisting· 
of more than t\\·o corps and attacked the -4-<J divi
sion of the Fukien forces i!l Western Lung·-yan 
at the beginning of April. The blow was so swift 
and sudden that the surprised enemy did not even 
suecePd in org-anising· any sort of resistnnce, and 
retreated in panic in an eastern and south-eastern 
direction, thnn,·ing· away their arms and ammuni
tion. In the \'l'rv first battles the First Arm\· 
completely routed one enemy brigade, and develop
ing its SlH.'l'ess in the din·ction of Chang-chow 

wiped out the remnants of the enemv division. 
Advancing 16o kilometres in ten da~-~ the First 
.\rmy units oceupied Chnngchow on ~.ht· night of 
.-\pril r~. 

Duriug this opl'ration the Reds captured about 
o,ooo rilles, do7.ens of machine-g-uns, much 
ammunition and two airplanes . 

Upon capturing Changchow they did not dis
continue the pursuit of the enemy forces whiclt 
were retreating to the south-east and north-east, 
and oc1·upied tlw coast for a distance of 100 

kilometres. Units of the First. Ann\· which were 
operating- to the South of Changchm~· approached 
the borders of K wan tung- threatening- the rear of 
the Third Canton Corps. Fearing- to bt• weak
ened (if not completely crushed) in the fighting 
against the Reds, and· in view of the new strife 
among- the militarists, Chen Tsi-tang decided to 
recall his forces within tht· lx..,undaries of Kwan
tlrng·. 

Thus, the "formidable" plans to destroy the 
First and Third Red Armies again disg-racefully 
collapsed like all their prt..>decessors. 

On the other fronts of the Red Army the fight
ing- from the beginning- of the advance, at.'cording
to the m·cou n ts of the sa me press, developed as 
follows. 

OPF:Ro\TIOSS OF THF. SF:CO!'I:J> ARM\'. 

At tht· beginning of January the Third Corps 
of tlw St•cond :\rmy, seeking- to join the Fourth 
.-\rnn·, started an advance from the distril't of 
Tsinsh:111 in the direction of Incheng-. On 
Januan· 27, the corps defeated in the district of 
lndtt•n one bri~ade of the fourth di\'ision of tht• 
enemy, capturing- about 2,000 rifles and over a 
score of lig-ht machine-~uns. Simultaneously 
the VI. Corps advancing from the district of 
Tsin-li to the north-east, captured Hwanlintsi at 
tlw end of January in an attempt to join the X\'1. 
Corps then engaged in an advance in the direction 
of Lutzikmv. 

Continuing· the offensive on lndwn the III. 
Corps on February 24 routed the Fourth enemy 
division which was defenrling the town, capturing
it. 

The capture of lndwn by the Reds natural!)· 
alarmed tht.• Kuomintang· .-\rmy command as this 
invol\'ed the threat of the Sl·eond and Fourth Red 
.-\rmies joining forces and interrupting- the tratlic 
on the Be:ping-Hankow railway. 

Tn arrest the further a<h·ance of tht' I II. Corps 
th•.· Kuomintang- Arnn- command hnstilv lllO\'(·d 

the X. Corps, consisting of three divisions and 
two separatt• hrig·ades, to the sn:lll' of action. 
l:nrler the pressurt' of these forTt'S tlw III. Corp' 
abandoned Inchen, retreating- sen·ral kilometn·:~ 
to the south-west. 
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In the middle of March the Second Army, con
sisting of the combined forces of the Ill. and VI. 
Corps undertook an offensive upon Tienmen. 
This offensive was successful and the Reds suc
t·ecded in inflicting a serious blow at the 48th 
Army division. Two regiments of this division 
deserted to the Reds. However, the arrival of 
enemy reinforcements, particularly of seven 
bombing planes, interfered with the further pro
gress of the Second Army which was engaged 
in .severe battles with the X. Corps of the whites 
in the dis1rict of Tienmen-Hunhu 11.1p tu the midcllt• 
of May. 

OPEIUTJONS OF TilE FOURTH ARMY. 

At the beginning of January units of the Fourth 
Red Army stationed in the district of Shanchen 
hegan to advance upon the city. The 58th Divi
sion which defended Shanchen was cut oft· from 
its main group of forces concentrated in the dis
trict of Kwanchow. For more than a month 
thi~ division waited in the city for reinforcements. 
As none arrived the 58th Division abandom·d the 
city on February 10 and breaking throug-h the 
ked siege retreated _in a northern direction. On 
the same day the Fourth :\rnw detm.'hments 
t"ntered Shanchen. 

Pursuing the victory, the Fourth Army on 
February 27 captured Sanho, moving into the 
reur of the s~hh and 45th enemy divisions. Here 
again the 58th Division sustained serious losses 
and the t•nemy ·command, fearing that the rem
uauts of the division might join the Reds, sent 
them back to the rear, replacing them by tht' 
2oth Division. The further progress of the Reds 
in this <lirt"ction was stopped by the strong 
rt'inforcenwnts of the Nanking troops. 

In the middle of March the nwin forn·s of tlw 
Fourth Army, concentrating in the district of 
H wan-an, Machen startc•d an advance in the 
direction of Hwanpeh, Hsiaokan with :l view to 
joining hani:ls with the Second Red Army. 
Serious engagements dev<·lopetl against the:: 4th, 
f19th, 3oth and 31st Divi~ions, and on March 20 
som~ Red units approacht•d the Pciping-Hankow 
line. But so far the 4th Red Army was unable tu 

break the resistance of the Kuomintang- forces in 
this district. 

The operations of the F oorth Red Army in the 
north-eastt>rn direction, Liuanchow-Teng-yan, 
~luring· April and the first haif of May developed 
mto a great offensive. Besieging Liuanchow at 
the beginning 'of April where the 46th enemy 
d!vision locked itself up, the Fourth Red Army 
d1d not stop there, but continued its rapid march 
along the valley of the Rivers Piho and Hwaiho. 
Throwing back the 12th and !\Sth enemy divisions 
the Fourth Red Army captured the cities of 
Hakin and Shinchow and advanced further to
wards Pengnu on the Tientsin-Pukow railway. 

As a result of the battles during three months 
I he Fourth Red Army e:tptured over 15,000 rifles, 
300 machine-guns, a large quantity of ammuni
tion, one airplane and other trophies, in addition 
to the divisional commander, several brigade and 
regimPntal commanders. 

The .Fourth Kuomintang- punitive expedition 
may be considered to ha\"e ended. Its results are 
far from splendid to the reactionary forces. 
f. rom the beginning of the expedition and until 
the middle of May the First Red Army consider
ablv extended the territories of the Central Soviet 
Region at the expense of the southern and south
eastern districts of Fukien. The Fourth 
Red Army also extended its Soviet Region 
into the Hupeh and Anhwei Provinces. The 
Reds captured about 25,000 rifles, 500 heavy 
and light machine-g-uns, a large <Juantity of 
ammunition, three airplanes and many other war 
trophies, and wiped out five Kuomintang divi
sions. 

These successes of the Chinese Red Armies are 
not merely partial victories but represent a great 
political victory of the Chinese Soviet revolution. 

Serving- as an indication of the growth and 
consolidation of the Soviet movement, as well as 
of the impotf'nce of the Kuomingtang reaction in 
the fight &~gainst the Soviets, these successes of 
the Chim·sc Red Army create the confidence that 
the Red Army of China will succeed in repulsing 
1 he fifth expedition now under preparation just as 
effectively and furtht>r eoxtend and consolidate the 
Soviet territories. 
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PARTY LEADERSHIP OF THE YOUNG 
COMMUNIST LEAGUE 

T HE question ot winning the majority of the 
working-cl<tss youth to the side of com

munism is one of the most important elements in 
the solution of the strategical problem of winning 
the majority of the working class to the side of 
the Communi:;t Parties, and of spreading its 
influence among the wide masses of the working
class population. 

Owing to the cri~is on the one hand, and the 
successful building of socialism in the LT. S. S. R. 
on the other, new and interesting changes are 
taking place among the youth in the capitalist 
countries. 

The most vital question which each young 
worker, peasant, office employee, and student, 
has to face in capitalist countries is the question 
of his future, the question of to-morrow. In the 
period of relative stabilisation of capitalism large 
numbers of young workers were drawn into indus
try. Now, millions of unemployed, including 
among them millions of unemployed youth, pro
vide a still further reserve for yet cheaper labour 
power. Owing to the closing down of works in 
a number of branches of industry, the shutting 
down of :factories, and the reduction in staff in 
factories still running, large masses of young 
workers have no chance of getting into a factory. 
In Hamburg sixty per cent. of those who left 
school this year (including those who finished a 
trade school) failed to obtain employment. Of 
the remaining f01 ty per cent., the majority are 
working as messengers or other blind-alley jobs, 
and not at their trade at all. 

In a number of countries the unemployed youth 
are struck off unemployed pay. Tl)ere is a con
tinuous cutting of the wages of the young 
worker as well as his unemployment pay (in 
those countries where he ~till receives it). It is 
a well-known fact that many young persons who 
leave higher educational establishments cannot 
find work in the occupation for which they 
specialised. 

1
, 

The youth in the capitalist countries has 110 

future, tw prospects. This partly explains why 
the political parties (including the Social Demo
cratic Party) have met with a certain amount of 
success in preparing the youth for war. This 
preparation is carried on by various means-by 
semi-military organisations, sport organisations, 
etc. And finally through "compulsory-volun
t<try" militarised labour (for example, Germany). 

At the same time whole sections of the youth 
are becoming radical and are being drawn into 
political life. These arc young per~ons who did 
not participate directly and actively m the 

imperialist war nor in the revolutions after the 
war. 

These young workers are no longer satisfied 
with the ''cultural, non-political'' work offered 
them until recently by the Social-Democrats. 
They demand politics, they demand from the 
political parties clear prospects for themselves ; 
they wish to actively participate in the struggle 
to extricate themselves out of the present 
situation. 

This is understood by the capitalist govern
ments, as well as by all parties. That is why the 
Communists' fight for the youth has assumed 
such an acute form. It is sufficient to mention 
such facts as the famous proposal of Grenner in 
( iermany to prohibit young persons from taking 
part in politics. The increased terror against the 
youth movement, the preparations for the sup
pression of the Young Communist League of 
(iermany, the suppression of the Young Com
munist League in Czecho-Slovakia and Austria, 
such facts that the fascists of Germany, in their 
demands, methods of work and agitation, to a 
great extent adapt themselves to the youth, and 
have already secured a large percentage of youth 
in their shock detachments, and finally the fact 
that the Social Democratic Party is paying greater 
attention than before to the Young Socialist 
League (question pertaining to the youth is raised 
in all party conferences, the sending of "leaders" 
to work with the socialist youth, the attention 
paid by the social fascist pre~s to questions relat
ing to the work), all paints a clear picture of the 
sharp struggle for the youth that is being waged 
between oursclve~ and our enemies, in which the 
latter have thrown all their forces. 

One of the results of this fight is the fact that 
in this extremely favourable situatioo for our 
·zvork, not only does the Young Communist Inter
national grow, but the social democratic and 
fascist youth organisations also grow. We com
munists have not yet managed to find our way 
to the youth masses, and it is due to that fact that 
large numbers of the youth, in search of a way 
out of the crisis, have not yet found their way to 
us, are not yet convinced that onlv the revolu
tionary way will solve all thl'ir burni;1g questions, 
:111d arc seeking their future in the policy of the 
"lesser evil" advocated hy the social-fascists, or 
in t Itt> radical and demagogical promises of the 
fascists. 

The quest ion of the youth is becoming of vast 
importance in view of the preparation of a new 
imperialist \\'ar and intervention against tht' 
U.S.S.R. In a number of countries, especially 
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in the countries defeated in the imperialist war, 
a large section of the youth was brought up and 
was permeated with a nationaljst spirit, the spirit 
of "revanche." The teachings of Lenin, of the 
bolsheviks, the resolutions passed by the Comin
tern, on the tasks and duty of the proletariat ·in 
the war have not reached the youth.* The ar111y 
will largely consist of the youth. 

Young men under military age, women and 
old men, will be kept for service in the rear. 

AJl this wiJl make it ne2essary for the Com
munist Parties to exert a great effort in develop
ing the struggle for the youth, and to draw in 
all the mass revolutionary organisations and 
organs (the press, trade unions, sport, and cul
tural organisations, etc.), into the direct struggle 
for the youth. 

The question of the relations between the Party 
and the Young Communist League has long been 
solved in principle by a number of re~olutions, by 
the experienced leadership of the Young Com
munist League of the Soviet Union, by the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, and the 
practical leadership of the Young Cummunisf 
International, by the Comintern. 

However, in the practical work of the party 
organisations, these principles, as well as the 
concrete instructions given by the Comintern 
have been very inadequately and in some cases 
very unsatisfactorily applied. 

"Considering that the Communist Parties 
hear political responsibility fur the state of the 
Young Communist Leagues, because only with 
the energetic support and leadership of the 
Party can the weaknesses be overcome and the 
Young Communist Leagues succe~sfully 
developed, the Plenum imposed the duty upon 
the Communist Parties of reorganising their 
activity in the sphere of work among the youth'' 
(directives of the E.C.C.I. explaining the 
decisions of the Eleventh Plenum regarding the 
improvement of Party leadership of the Y.C.L.). 
The Communist Parties have not curried out 

this decision. Not a single Party ·ha~ reaJly made 
any serious attempts to reorganise its work among 
the youth. It may be said that apart from the 
Communist Party of Germany, which after the 
Eleventh Plenum of the E.C.C.I. energetically 
took up the question of the Young Communist 
League (and later cooled oft' considerably), and 
partly al~o the Polish and Chinese Parties, the 
Young Communist League seems to have dropped 
out of the field of vision of the Communist Parties 
in their practical work, and that in calculating the 
class forces and opportunities for struggle, the 
Young· Communist League is not taken into 

account to the extent that it should be. The 
reason for this, of course, i~ that the .Y. C. L. s 
are weak and that their contacts with the masses 
of the young workers are poor. But this is pre
cisely why the Parties should pay more attention 
than ever to the Y.C.L. and provide it with day 
to day leadership and assistance. By its decision 
that the Y.C.L. should be broader organisations 
than the Party from the point of view of numbers, 
the Eleventh Plenum of the E.C.C.I. gave the 
line to the Y.C.L.s to develop the widest possible 
mass work and consolidate the political successes 
that have been achieved organisationally. This 
was also an instruction to the Parties, who should 
so reorganise the work of the Y.C. L.s that they 
shall really become mas~ organisations and one 
of the principal transmission belts from the Party 
to the working class. · 

This, which would appear to be perfectly clear, 
was not understood, and has not been carried out 
either by the Communist Parties or by the 
Y. C. L. s. The leadership of the German Y. C. L. 
(supported by certain member~ in the party leader
ship), tried to reJuce the whole thing to figures, 
to declare that the task is impossible, etc. (sub
sequently these comrades abandoned this point of 
view). They fail to understand that this was not 
a matter of figures, but that it was a policy to be 
taken in the work among the ma~ses, and calling 
for a corresponding reorganisation of the whv/t' 
ot the activities of the Y.C.L. Certain comrades 
in the leadership of the Communist Party of 
Czecho-Slovakia declared this decision to be .... 
vanguardist. * Similar opinions were expresseJ in 
the Swedish and Austrian Communist Parties. 

The following table show~ to what extent the 
decisions to the_ eft-ect that a Y. C. L. group should 
be formed in every enterprise where there is a 
Party group is being carried out:-

:\lembers Organised Y.C.L. 
Cuuntrie.;. in Factory Groups. Groups. 

(;f'nnan\" H;)Jg (Dec., 1931) 538 (May, li)J2) 
Frann· . 450 (Mar., 1932) 45 (Mar., HlJ.l) 
( 'zt-cho..Siuvakia 447 (Feb., 1932) 106 (May, 1932) 
<;reat Britain 49 (Nov., 1931) 8 (1932) 
U.S.A. 77 (1931) JO (19J2} 

It is quite obvious that there is a discrepancy 
bet ween the work of the Communist Parties anJ 
of the Y.C.L.s, particularly in regard to work in 
the factories. And yet, both the Parties and the 
Y. C. L. ~ should concentrate their atte,ntion on 
\vinning the factories to their influence. How 
else can this discrepancy be explained except by 
the fact that the Parties devote too little attention 
to tuking a practical part in the work of the 
Y.C.L. In a long, windy resolution passed by 

*See "The Attitude uf the Proletariat to \\'ar." 6d. *The theory that the Youth are the "advance guard'' of 
Modern Books Ltd. the whole movement.-Ed. 
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the Congress of the Norwegian Party, not a word 
is said in appraisement of the Party's work among 
the youth, and instead of investigating the 
reason why the Norwegian . Young Communi~t 
League has not overcome its lag, why the Party 
in Norway devotes little attention to the work of 
the Y.C.L., and laying down a broad line of work 
for the Y. C. L., the resolution schematically 
repeats general postulates, copies general for
mulae, which in some cases are wrong. 

One can go on citing a number of facts of a 
like nature to show that the Party press pays 
very little attention to the questions of the youth, 
that in Germany the last International Youth 
Day (Easter, 1932), in spite of the fact that it 
was carried out this year under exceptionally diffi
cult conditions, in fact received no support from 
the party organisations (some local organisations 
even oppo~ed it, and advanced obviously oppor
tunist and legalist motives, ·viz., that the govern
ment has declared "civil peace"* for the Easter 
holidays, and the celebrations might give cause 
for suppressing the Y.C.L.). 

It is particularly important to emphasise the 
weakness of the ideological work that the party 
carries on in the Y.C. L. It is a well-known fact 
that the decisions of the C. C. of the German Com
munist: Party regarding individual terror, the 
referendum against the Prussian gO\·ernment, and 
the tactics of the united front from below, met 
with opposition among groups of members of th~ 
Y.C.L. It is likewise well known that on the 
questions of the struggle against war, and the 
danger of intervention again~t the U.S.S.R. there 
was (and still is) a lack of understanding among· 
the members of the Y.C.L. However, all thest' 
facts failed to make the party organisations more 
alert to the process going on among the youth, 
these facts did· not call forth the practical aid of 
the 'lt•lwle of the party organisations to overcome 
these things. Thi.s was particularly dearly 
proved in the last Lenin-Liebknecht-Luxembour~ 
O,ay campaign. The E.C. of the Young Com
•tunist lrH~rnational gave the directives-thar 

""' this campaign be closely connected with a wide 
J>Opularisation of the questions raised in Comrade 
Stalin's letter in the "Proletarskaya Revol
\'lltsia. "-j- This directivt• in most cases was not 
;.arried out. This shows that a number of the 
l.eagues did not grasp the great bolshevising 
importance of Comrade Stalin's letter for t lw 
vouth mon·ment, to imbue the masses of tlw 
)·outh with the theory of .Marx-Engels-Lenin
Stalin, to transfer the bol~hevik experience to t lw 
Young Communist League. 

From all these facts we must draw the fulluw-
•·•Burgfrieden.' '-Ed. 
tSee No . .20, ''ol. 8 (Iy_p) l'unununist lntc:-matiuiDL 

ing deductions and make the following proposals 
on Party leadership. The carrying out of the 
line of principle in the field of Party work, the 
carrying out of the directive~ of the E. C. C. I. 
must not be confined to or narrowed down to the 
connection or leadership of this or that Party 
organisation with the Y.C.L. organisation. It 
is a question of winning the youthful masses to 
the side of Communism. Consequently, the 
Parties must· bring all their forces, all their 
auxiliary organisations, all their lower units into 
play to solve this problem. This is a question of 
daily leHdership. There are still in the Y.C.L.s 
vanguanlist tendencies, tendencies towards 
"independence," to demand "equal rights, with 
the Party on youth questions. These tendencies 
must be thoroughly exposed by the ideological 
and practical leadership of the Party. 

It is n~cessary....._that each Party, when .carrying 
nut any measure, )hall introduce where it is pos
sible, special questions touching the youth, and 
then mobilise the Y.C.L. to carry out all these 
rnea:;ures. 

It is necessary to take immediate steps to create 
a strong· Party core in the Y.C. L., particularly 
among the active members of the Y.C.L. 

The tradition still exists that when a member 
of the Y.C. L. enters the Party, he must go on 
Party work. This is due to the failure to under
stand that work in the Y.C. L. is important Party 
work. .-\n investigation of .the active member
ship in certain selected districts revealed that 
4- per cent. were Party members. On the other 
hand, in the Parties there are many young mem
bers who are not taking any part in th~ work 
of winning the youth masses to our side. 

In addition to :-:ending groups of comrades to 
strengthen the Party leadership (and thus 
strengthening the Y. C. L. organisations), it is 
necessan· at the same time to see to it that the 
best met.nbers of the Y. t'. L. join the Party while 
remaining in the Y .C. L. in order to act as the 
conduits of Party influence on it. 

.-\11 this demar;ds that each Party organisation 
should know the proces;-;es going on among the 
youth and the Y.C.L. and that it gi,·e the lead 
on all t>sst•ntial questions, daily lead the practical 
work of the Y.C.L. and organise the work of all 
tlw Party members, for carrying- out tht> decisions 
of tlw E.l·.c.l. on this question. 

Then· are manv def~l·ts in the work uf the 
Y. C. L., many mistakes an· l'ommitted. The lag 
t h:tt "·"s point~d out by the Ele\'enth Plenum of 
the E.l '.l ·.1. has not yet been o\·er~ome by a long· 
\\':ty. :\II dl'orts must be concentrated upon 
nHnpletely overcoming this lag under the:: lt-ader
~hip of the Party. 

:\. FRUMKIN. 
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.. PARTEIARBEITER," No. 6, JUNE, 1932, ORGAN OF 
THE ORGANISATION DEPARTMENT OF THE C.C. 

OF THE C.P. OF GERMANY 
Ry o. HEWER. 

The June issue of 11 Parteiarbeiter'' (th<· Party 
Worker) does not rorrespond in the least to the 
tasks at present confronting- the C.P. of Germany. 
The C" .C. of the C. P. of Germany juo.;tly demands 
from the entire Partv that it concentrate in the 
immt>cliate tuture upon 1 he organisation::~ I consoli
dation of the Party. The whole situation in 
(itrmany peremptorily dictates to the Party, to 
all the Party organisations, a radical re-organis
ation of the forms and methods of Party work. 
the real slziftin~: of the centre of tlze entire Patty 
'ti.'Ork i~rto thl' fa'Ctorie.'i. a speedv and seriow: 
p·reparatiotz in nll the linhs of tlw Part·y or~ranis
atinn, for n struggle a~rairtsf the prohibition of the 
Partv. muf the mass organisations standinK closr 
to the Party. None of these most important tasks 
found any reflection in the June issut• of the "Party 
Worker." The editorial article in the June is~ur 
is devoted to the "struggle against wage cuts, 
fascism and the war danger." 

ThC" ce~ption correctly enumerates the central 
problems raised hy the last Plenum of the C. C., 
hut the editorial, instead of concretely detailing
these questions, confines itself to repeCtting I he 
resolution of the C.C. Plenum-in other words. 
At the very end the editorial notes that, despite 
thP. tremendous ag-g-ravation of the situation in 
the country, the work of the factory groups and 
~volutionary trade union organisations in the 
factories of military importance has lately 
weakened. Noting- this entirely unpardone~ble 
situation, the article limits itself to a ca11 to expose 
and prevent the development of the war imlustry, 
a call to proceed from words to action, hut says 
nothing ahout ho'lv this is to be done, though the 
gist of the question lies precisely here, precisely 
in explaining this question which the editorial 
ignores; this is one of the central and most im· 
portant tasks of the "Party Worker," the organ 
of the organisational department of the C.C. anrl 
of the Party e~s a whole. Indeed, the C. P. of Ger
many has more than once raised the question of 
the necessity of proceeding from talk to action in 
the fight against the danger of imperialist war, 
recognising that the hest we~y to develop an 
effective struggle against the danger of imperial
ist war, consists in strengthening the factory 
nuclei in the big enterprises of the key industries 
and transport; on this question there are not 
one or two but boxfuls of good resolutions aruf 
circulars, yet in the end, as the editorial of the 

June issue of the "Party \Vorker" states, pre-
cisely during the last weeks when the question of 
an effective mass revolutiPnary struggle against 
imperialist war appeared with special force, this 
strug-gle has been weakened. Hence, the central 
P:trty question at present -consists, not in repeat
ing for the 1 ,oooth time that the Party work in 
hig factories must be strengthened, but of show
ing and explaining ho·w this must be done, how 
the Party work must be changed in practice, S" 

the~t this strengthening of the Party work in the 
hig factories shall finally commence. The Plenum 
of the C. C. of the C. P. of Germany decided to 
resolutely put an end to this state of affairs, 
wherein the most important resolutions regardin£" 
~trcng-thening the work in the biggest factories, 
remain on paper. The Plenum decided to secure 
this change by strengthening the organisation::~! 
department of the C.C. and changing the methods 
of its work. 

The editorial of the June number of the 11 Party 
Worker" does not reflect this chan£'e at all. As 
regards the oth~r articles of the June issue, things 
are even worse, as not one of them even raises the 
tasks mentioned in the editorial. It is sufficient to 
enumere~te the titles of these articles: 11 Strengtht•n 
the Work on the Front of the Struggle of the 
Unemployed," "The Importance of Correct 
Statistics of Party Registration," 11 Remarks on 
Partv Work in Big Factories with Village 
Wo~kers"; this is followed hy the department. 
"From Practice for Practice," containing the fol
lowing- materials : 11The Struggle against a Reduc
tion of the Working- Hours among the Post anrl 
Teleg-raph Workers," "Experienc-e of a Strike," 
"Date~ on the Composition of th~ Working Popu
lation of Auerburg," and several similar notes 
which have only an indirect relation to the present 
central questions ~f Party structure in the C:.P. 
of Germany. 

What material should the June issue of the 
"Partv Worker" have c-ontained? On the be~sic; 
of tiH~ dec-ision of the C.C. to concentrate thP 
attention and forces of the Party upon the most 
important c-entres, e~nd upon the decisive enter
pri~cs in these industrial centres, it was necessary 
to show how, on these most important sections of 
thC" class struggle of the proletariat, the directions 
nf tile C.C. ;n .~hiftin~ the cent.,e of Kmvity of th, 
Pnrty •mork to the fact ones, with a view to 
developint: the united proleta-rian f.,ont for 
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the struggle against imperialist war atnd 
fascism, are being fulfilled. The same should 
be done in the subsequent issues of the magazine. 
From number to number it is necessary to check 
up, step by step, the actual operation of the C.C. 
directions, calling for a change in the forms and 
methods of Party work on the most important 
sections of the class struggle, to show and explain 
the mistakes committed, to give the clearest 
possible and most concrete indications of how 
these mistakes should be corrected. 

The basic causes of the weakening of the Party 
work in the factories of military importance in 
the recent period should be sought in the insuffi
cient attention to these most important question~ 
on the part of the respective organs of the Party 
leadership. This is clear for the following 
reasons. The Party knew that it was imperatively 
necessary for it to strengthen the work in the 
factories of military importance. The Party 
should have foreseen that the ruling classes woulct 
resort to all means in order to weaken the work 
of ·the Party in these factories and even liquidate 
it altogether. Being a war~ of all this, the Partv 
shoulci have taken the necessary conspirative 
meas~;~res and strengthened the mass work, to 
paralyse the attacks of the ruling classes. There 
is least justification of the failure to capture the 
working masses, particularly in the big industrial 
centres and important factories, for a strong 
Party such as thf' C. P. of Germany, fighting
under conditions of a rising revolutionary wave. 
To accomplish this the Party leadership must con
duct a campaign for the capture of these com
manding heights of the revolutionary class 
struggle with the greatest determination and 
steadfastness. This applies primarily to the 
district and sub-district Party committees upon 
which devolves the greatest responsibility at 
present. The C.C. together with the district com
mittees maps out the districts and factories, anci 
redistributes the Party forces accordingly." The 
question appears in suc-h a way that it is now 
necessary to reduce the Party apparatus to the 
minimum, especially the cent~l Party apparatus, 
to use a11 the forces in the faG,tories. The C.C. 
must secure this as soon as ~os~ible, establishing 
the strictest control over the ~i'strict committees. 
The district committees in turn, operating through 
the Local Party committees must organise· a 
systematic struggle within the shortest possible 
period for the capture of the most important 
factories, utilising to this end all the best forces, 
both local and those sent from the C.C. Here it 
will be necessarv to extensively resort to the 
creation of special brigades, to make the widest 
use of the fractions in the trade unions and in the 
different mass proletarian organisations, in th~ 

shop committees, in the united front organs, etc., 
the main point is, however, that the district com
mittees must maintain constant contact with the 
groups in the big factories so that the district 
and local committees might know what is going 
on in these factories, and on the basis of a good 
acquaintance with the situation there, carry out 
a regrouping of the forces with the utmost speed 
and flexibility, a change of the forms and methods 
of Party work, and the forms and methods of 
approaching the masses, with a view to their 
speediest and widest mobilisation, for the revolu
tionary struggle against the class enemy. In the 
C.P. of (;~rmany the district and local commit
tees are still unequal to the tasks raised at the 
moment : they are, as a rule, still without 
initiative, immobile, loosely connected with the 
factories (cases are still possible, as was the situ
ation in the Horsch factory where the local com
mittee did not know that the factory had been 
closed for a number of days) and render very little 
assistance to the factory groups. Yet, Without ~ 
radical reconstruction of the work of the district 
and local Party committees the factory groups will 
not get on their feet, and without strengthening 
the factory groups, the Party cannot develop a 
successful struggle against the fascist offensive 
and the imperialist war. It is this point, there
fore, that the "Party Worker" should be stress
ing with utmost emphasis from issue to issue. 

Another question, connected with the first, 
consists of the strengthening of the activity and 
m11ss work of the factory R'roups. This requires 
th(lt the factory groups receive constant living 
<Jnd capable assistance (rather than circulars) from 
the corresponding district and local committees. 
Such assistance must follow the lines of ( 1) teach
ing to master the basic methods of combining 
)~g-al with semi-legal and illegal methods of work 
in the factory, publishing and succP.s~fully distri
buting- the illegal mass factory newspaper 
regularly; (2) systematk explanation of the line 
of the Party and assistance in its concrete appli
'~ation in the given factory; (J) co-ordination of 
thP struggle of the workers of the given factory 
with the struggle of the other sections of the 
proletariat; (4) co-ordination of the work of the 
group with the work of the fractions of the 
respective trade union organisations, and other 
mass proletarian organisations. 

Here we shall touch upon one of the mo~t 
Important questions of the moment, the work in 
the reformist trade unions, on which there ic; no 
rlarity in the ranks of the lower activists of the 
r.. P. of Germany (and not of the tower activists 
alone). We should like to formulate this question 
as follows. In the report of one of the lower 
functionaries of the Red Miners' Union of the 
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Ruhr, delivered at the end of May, 1932, it was 
stRtPrl that in the Ruhr the revolutionary trade 
union opposition includes only the unorganlser1 
workers, while as regards the members of the 
reformist trade unions, many of them are dis
RatisfiP.d with their Social-Fascist' leaders and 
although in some local branches of the reformist 
Miners' Union of the Ruhr such dissatisfied 
elements constitute a majority, not one of them 
ran be drawn into the Revolutionary Trade-Union 
Opposition. To the question of the causes for 
this contradictory situation, the comrade replied 
that the members of the reformist trade unions do 
not want to join the Revolutionary Trade-Union 
Opposition as they do not want to pay double 
clues and also, a fear that joining the Red Trade
l1nion Opposition would bring about their expul
~ion from the reformist union. When the cum
a a de was asked whether any attempt had been 
nlitcle to org-ant~e the opposition elements of tlw 
reformist trade union without demanding special 
membership dues, without filling out spec1al 
questionnaires and membership cards of the Revo
lutionary Trade-Union Opposition, the comrade 
referred to the directions on the organisational 
structure of the revolutionary Trade Union Oppo
sition which provide for membership cards, special 
dues, etc. These arguments of this Ruhr 
eomrade are not an exception, yet this point of 
vtew represent~ a serious obstacle to the mass 
work of the Party. It is quite true that there 
.tre decisions of the higher organs to the effect 
thnt the Revolutionary Trade-Union Opposition 
111 Germany must have membership cards, dues, 
etc., but not one document of the Comintern, 
R.I.L.U. and C.P. of Germany itself says that 
these decisions must be applied mechanically. Not 
a single decision of th~ Comintern, R.I.L.U. or 
C.P. of Germany says that if the members of the 
reformist trade unions which arc opposed to the.ir 
leadership do not want to pay special dues to the 
Red Trade-Union Opposition, do not yet want 
to give their signature tC\ their affiliation to the 
Red Trade-Union Opposition and to the R.I.L.U., 
the conclusion must be drawn that such members 
of the reformist trade unions must not be won 
for the Red Trade-Un_ion Opposition. Such views 
constitute "leftist" sectarianism of the worst sort. 
From all the directions of the Comintern and 
R.l.L. U., from all the latest decisions of the C.C. 
of the C.P. of Germany it clearly appears that in 
regard to members of the reformist trade unions 
who still hesitate to join the Red Trade-Union 
Opposition officially, it is necessary to continue 
the most determined and stubborn educational 
work, to give special attention to individual 
agitation and to continue at the same time tbeir 

organisational affiliation, but not necessarily 
merely in the form of an obligatory demanrl 
to pay membership dues, keep a membership card, 
etc., but in the most varied flexible and 
loose forms, keeping in mind as the basic policy, 
the need for attracting these reformist worker~ 
into concrete movements of protest and into con
crete struggles agatnst the employers and the 
fasd~ts. The basic rule, the "supreme law" of 
the organisational structure of the Communist 
Parties is that the Party must employ only such 
organisational forms as facilitate and help to 
attract the great masses into the revolutionary 
struggle for the dictatorship of the proletariat and 
facilitate the leadership of this strugg!e, an-1 if 
the established organisational forms, structurt> 
and methods of Party work develop into an 
obstacle to the revolutionary mobilisation of the 
masses, these forms and methods must make room 
for others, more in accord with this basic and 
decisive . demand for the revolutionary mobilis
ation of the masses. 

From this point of view, in all cases when 
members of the reformist trade unions are in 
s~rious doubt as to the advisability of breaking 
with their traditions and organisations (and this 
apparently is a typical phenomenon at the 
beginning of our work within the reformist tracif~ 
unions) it is necessary to begin to organise the 
discontenteci opposition elements with the most 
primitive forms. To begin with they should be 
organised at their own meetings and conferences. 
It io; necessary to see to it, by all means, that at 
all meetings, conferences and congresses of the 
reformist trade unions our comrades should move 
definite proposals (which should be first carefully 
discussed in the respective Party committee with 
comrades from the fractions of the respective 
trade union organisations}. It is not at all neces
sary that these comrades should be members of 
our Party, nor is it necessary for them to speak in 
the nam~ of the Party and Red Trade-Union 
Opposition. They should be genera1ly forbidden 
to deliver long speeches covering every subject on 
earth, and the struggle against all possible 
deviations : for the trade union meetings and con
ferences short, concrete, business-! ike proposa Is 
should be preparerl which should be based upon 
the protection of the immediate interests of all 
the workers understood by the wirlest mass 
(against wage cuts, dismissals, etc.); at the 
same time it is neressary to point out how 
these proposals should be carried into effect, how 
they are related to the ultimate tasks of the 
struggle for the dictatorship of the proletariat, 
and the comrades present at the meeting shoulrl 
be advised not to leave until the end, for a 
decision will have to be made. Should we prove 
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to be in the minority in the voting, but in a 
relatively strong minority, it will be necessary to 
attempt to organise this minority into a meeting 
right on the spot (again without any demands for 
special signatures, membership dues, etc., but for 
the purpose of discussing concrete steps about 
how to carry out the rejected proposals, etc.). 

It is easiest (and most important) to develop 
this work directlv in the factories where our com
rades have greater facilities to approach the 
reformist workers on the basis of the concrete 
every-day events of factory life, where they arl' 
able to more easily organise individual agitation 
among the reformist workers, to arrange spcl'ial 
conferences (here again it is necessary to hcgin 
with concrete questions of the general l'nmmon 
struggle), etc. 

In all of these cases it is necessary to make the 
most extensive use of the initiative of the opposi 
tion members of the reformist trade unions them
selves, who will naturally seek organi'sational 
forms themselves to give vent to their opposition 
sentiments. These forms will in many cases hr 
verv imperfect from the point of view of their 
completeness, consistency, etc., but should thev 
promote the consolidation of the oppositionary and 
revolutionary workers in the reformist trade 
unions, as "well as the workers of a11 political 
tendencies, our Party must support these tenden
cies and by patient and flexible work strengthen 
and develop this to a higher stage from 
within, with the aid of the fraction. This 
will be the practical realisation of the united 
front policy which has been, and remains a most 
important instrument for the revolutionary 
mobilisation of the masses under the leadt>rship of 
our Party, though it is an instrument whieh one 
must command the use of, otherwise it may hit 
you hard over the head. The "Party VVorker" 
must extensively deal with these concrete ques
tions, and resolutely fight against all .attempts at 
a mechanical approach to the question of the 
organisation of the Red Trade-Union Opposition. 
It is particularly neces~ary to show concrete 

examples of how to approach the reformist 
workers, how our factory groups must act in thi~ 
direction. 

There is still another important question which 
must be dealt with in the pages of the "Party 
Worker" and which it is still unpardonably 
ignoring ; this is the question of preparation for 
an illegal existence. Of course, in a legal organ 
it is impossible to deal with conspirative subjects, 
hut it is possible and uccessary to explain till: 
rulrs of elementary conspiracy, to point out tlze 
dilfercllf forHis of combining iUegal ·with semi
legal and legal ·work, etc. It is necessary to 
combat in the most mercile~s manner the capitu
lationist tendencies which are already beginning 
to be manifested. Thus, the Communist fraction 
of the "Free Thinkers' " leadership, <tfter the 
publication of the dissolution orcier, put up no 
resistance to this police regulation. This is a baci 
sign. The entire Party press, particularly the 
"Party Worker," must condemn such capitula
tionist sentiments, start a determined preventive 
struggle against them, helping the comrades in 
the mas~ organisations to rebuild their work if 
necessary, in the proper direction in order to 
prevent the breakdown of the organisation, the 
discontinuation of the mass work, to make the 
police prohibitions themselves a starting point for 
an even broader mass work, a starting point for 
the attraction to the struggle of even greater 
masses, including Social-Democratic workers and 
mcmhers of the reformist trade unions. All this 
will be possible should the Party create in due time 
a strong illegal body capable of withstanding all 
police repressions. On this question we have 
alreaciy suggested a number of points in the 
previous issues of "The Communist Inter
national," and we shall repeatedly return to them 
in the future. In conclusion we must sav 
that we expect the July issue of the "Party 
Worker" to be strictly in accord with the spirit 
of the directions of the last Plenum of the C.C. 
of the C.P. of Germany and that the editors will 
take into consideration also the remarks made· in 
this article. 
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